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Abstract
The title of the thesis contains words strongly distributed systems 1 . This
means information systems that are able to process tasks that may be distributed not only in space, but also in time. What we are going to discuss are
problems related to processing tasks with long time durability those processing is performed in multiple information systems with their own administration. More and more often we can hear about Workflow management systems
(WfMS) that are used to automate business activities. Those information systems are typical systems with the above mentioned properties and the thesis
uses both terms as synonyms.
Today, WfMS represent an important, inter-disciplinary area which is commercially significant. The widespread use of workflow applications has lead to
increased awareness of data security issues. This dissertation identifies levels
of access control and authorization requirements. Specifies discretionary and
mandatory access controls for the workflow systems and proposes suitable security model. The thesis proposes a formal framework, based on process algebra
- Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS), for modeling and analyzing of
security properties of WfMS. The specific contributions of the thesis are as
follows:
1. Active authorization model (AAM) is proposed. The model provides
basic features necessary for synchronization of authorization flow with
1

The notion strongly distributed system is used throughout this thesis for systems that
are distributed in space (there are several autonomous nodes that communicate) and that
are able to execute computational tasks that have long lifetime and that may be executed
on several autonomous nodes

iv
workflow, separation of duties2 , event-based authorization and abstraction of access rights necessary for heterogeneous environments.
2. The extension of CCS is defined that allows specification of security properties of processes. That specification is divided into two distinct domains
- basic and mandatory. The extension of CCS is constructed in such a
way that bisimulations may still be used for process equivalence decisions.
3. Mechanism for process consistency testing is featured to decide feasibility
of the process execution.

Thesis Supervisor: Tomáš Hruška
Title:
Associate Professor
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science,
Brno University of Technology
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Further information may be found in [62].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Workflow management is a fast developing technology that has gained increasing attention recently. Workflow management systems are very suitable for the
business environment because they provide powerful solution for effective administration of business processes, for re-engineering and allow rapid changes
of business processes and environment.
A workflow management system (WfMS) is a system that supports specification, execution, coordination and management of workflow processes through
the execution of software [38]. Workflow management systems are already used
in a wide variety of commercial sectors, e.g. manufacturing, healthcare, banking, insurance companies, service order processing, collaborative software environment, telecommunications, office automation, and so on. Workflow management is a new area and therefore an emerging new area of research. Standardization effort undertaken by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC)
is also in the very beginning [38, 3].
A workflow is usually defined as a sequence of tasks executed by automated
systems or people to carry out a process. These processes are built by linking
together diverse activities and specifying the flow of data and control among
them. There is no specification where activities are to be executed nor which
particular subject is to perform them. The WfMS may be strongly distributed
and there is no way to perform administration of such a system from one place.
It means that the whole system is composed from a number of autonomous
workflow management systems that are administered by different persons with
different policies. They may also be based on different software and hardware
platforms. What we are interested in is security of such systems.
Talking about security of information systems, three information properties
are usually meant: confidentiality, integrity and availability. Confidentiality
aims at preventing unauthorized disclosure of information, integrity ensures
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correctness of the data [53, 55] and availability regards accessibility of data by
authorized subjects (humans, processes, etc.).
The truth is that security of information systems has not gained larger
attention until about ten years ago. The main aim of developers and designers
was to ensure functionality of information systems and only increasing security
risks moved eyes of researchers into the direction of security [13, 12, 60, 54].
Workflow management systems are the same story. Commercial products are
improving functionality, but security is in the napkins.

1.1

Problem Statement

Despite increasing research efforts, commercial products by software vendors
and standardization efforts by Workflow Management Coalition, security aspects in WfMS have not been given enough attention.
In the following, we specify security requirements for database and information systems.1 We elaborate the problems encountered in enforcing security
in strongly distributed information systems.

1.1.1

Security in Database Systems

Let us take a look at list of security areas that should be covered by database
systems [23] (it is not the only one classification, see e.g. [51]). I think that it
is a very well done list that may be used for all information systems today.
1. Protection from improper access - It means that access to the data is
granted only to authorized users. The control is performed on smaller
objects (record, attribute, value).
2. Protection from inference - Precaution of inference of confidential information from the open ones. It is important for the statistical databases.
3. Integrity - Integrity is partially guaranteed by the system measures of
database management system (e.g. atomicity of transactions) and by the
backup and recovery procedures and partially by the security procedures.
4. Operational integrity of data - It is logical consistence of data during concurrent transactions (concurrency manager), serializability and isolation
of transactions (locking mechanisms).
1

What is information and what database system nowadays? It seems to me that boundaries become vague and in some situations, the notions may be interchanged.

1.1. Problem Statement
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5. Semantical integrity of data - It ensures that attribute values are in
allowed ranges. The control is enforced by integrity constrains.
6. Accountability and auditing - This requirement is composed from possibility to log all data accesses and from analysis of the logged events.
7. User authentication - Unique identification of database users. User identification is a basis of all authorization mechanisms.
8. Management and protection of sensitive data - The access is granted only
to a narrow group of users.
9. Multilevel protection - We mean partitioning of data according to their
sensitivity and access control differentiated according to that partitioning.
10. Confinement - It is necessary to avoid unauthorized information flow
among processes (authorized channels, memory channels, covert channels).
Assurance of the previous security requirements is achieved by three types of
security controls. They are:
1. Flow control - regulates distribution (flow) of information among available objects. E.g. reading of an information from an object X and its
direct writing into an object Y. Policies for the flow control need a list or
constrains of allowed flows. Flow control is very often solved by classification of system elements and definition of allowed flows between different
classification classes.
2. Inference control - with aim to protect data from indirect detection [34].
It means that a set of data X that is available for a user, can be used to
determine data set Y (Y = f (X)) that is directly unavailable. There are
three basic ways how to realize the inference: (1) data correlation when
data sets are semantically connected, (2) recognition of missing data that
allow detection of existence of hidden data and (3) statistical inference
of information.
3. Access control - is used for enforcing rules of security policies for all direct
accesses to objects in the system. We are usually working with notions
subjects, objects and operations. It is composed from two parts: set of
access policies and rules (allowed accesses) and set of control procedures
- security mechanisms (perform control of access requests according to
policies).

4
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Because we are not interested in statistical databases too much, only two
controls are important for us - flow and access control. Although the previous
classification has not been built up for workflow systems it is very suitable for
our purposes.

1.1.2

Security Overview of WfMS

Strongly distributed systems are very complex for security management. The
first thing we have to do is to split the distributed system into homogeneous
(from the security point of view) parts that are centrally administered. We
shall call them autonomous information system or s-node. Distributed system
is then composed form a number of s-nodes that have to securely cooperate. To
ensure such a secure cooperation, we have to solve several separate problems:
1. Access control in autonomous system - This problem comprises access
control to resources local in the s-node and is solved by access control
model implemented in the local platform (operating system, database
management system, . . . ) the s-node uses. Each autonomous system
may have another access control model. And even in the case the access
models are the same, the security policies used for s-nodes may differ and
may therefore be incompatible.
2. Global administration of system - Distributed system has to solve, somehow, problems with heterogeneity of its s-nodes and enforce uniform administration of security properties. This demands some sort of backbone,
some basis that may be used as referential by all s-nodes.
3. Flow control - We are talking about systems that allow space distributivity of computational tasks. Those tasks use data with different sensitivity, stored on many s-nodes. There has to be a common template,
common rules for data flow control, some reference monitor [16].
The work [39] uses notions discretionary and mandatory security for WfMS.
I do not think that this is the correct partitioning. Discretionary access control
means that access control is enforced by the owner of the resource, but it is
not what the security in WfMS is about. On the other side, we may discern
several layers in security of a distributed system.
1. Access control to resources on s-node - It is the lowest layer. We may
use discretionary access control or mandatory access control or anything
else. Not users, but tasks (that are invoked by users or other tasks) access
resources according to workflows’ definitions. The principal problem is
to replace a task with the proper user on the s-node.

1.2. Research Issues
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2. Access control to resources in workflow - It is higher layer. We have
to define authorizations in workflow in some common way. One may
say, there is no difference between this and the previous item, but the
opposite is true. The difference is in the way, access rights are specified
(s-node vs. distributed system). And the conversion between those two
ways is the biggest problem for security in heterogeneous systems.
3. Access control to workflows - It comprises management of activation of
computational tasks by users and other tasks. This is again more abstract
view on access control.
4. Flow control of workflows - This is in the same layer as access control
in workflows. We may say that access control and flow control are two
sides of the same coin.
You can see that discretionary may be used only in the lowest level of
access control. The mandatory access control may be on the other side used
for access control to workflows and to local resources, but does not have to.
We may use more relaxed or totally different policies. (The WfMS security is
very often connected with role-based access control [18, 37, 63, 57, 22, 30, 59]).

1.2

Research Issues

Defining security for distributed information systems that allow long-timed
computational tasks that are executed on several s-nodes needs a formal model
that will settle rules for secure cooperation of various access control models.
Design of such a formal model covers number of research issues:
1. Definition of methodology that sharply discerns security problems that
shall be solved on particular layers of security model of distributed system. The layers shall be specified correctly.
2. A formal security model for task-based authorizations does not exist.
Such a theoretical model is necessary to provide a basis for formal proofs
that enable to establish higher confidence in the correctness of the workflow.
3. A formal framework that covers all layers of security in the heterogeneous
distributed system’s environment does not exist. We may identify the
following areas of problems according to layers of security abstraction.
(a) Access control to resources in computational tasks and especially
its cooperation with underlying access control models is not solved.

6
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It is necessary to ensure secure transition of access privileges from
global definitions in computational tasks into definitions usable in snodes’ access control systems and vice versa. This transition must
have properties that prevent obtaining access rights by unauthorized subjects (users, tasks), but also ensures successful execution
of tasks.
(b) Control of information-flow and authorization-flow has to be maintained in such a way that allows enforcement of mandatory access
control when necessary. This control is based on classification of
resources and subjects. The constrained information flow must ensure:
i. Confidentiality - the task execution does not give raise to direct
or indirect illegal disclosure of sensitive information.
ii. Integrity - the task execution does not allow any unauthorized
changes of data.
But the controls still have to ensure availability of resources that are
necessary for execution of tasks and should protect computational
tasks from delays and starvation.
We have got three basic properties of secure data access: confidentiality, integrity and availability. It is natural that availability goes
down any time we increase control of confidentiality or integrity of
resources. Further, confidentiality and integrity are opposites (in
some sense) and their demands go against each other. It means
that any independent tightening of requirements on confidentiality
or integrity worsens availability.
This is the biggest problem of mandatory access control. It is so
tight that its usage in commercial environment is ineffective or even
impossible. It has been the reason for role-based access control to
appear.
(c) Access rights for activation of workflows (computational tasks) have
to be solved in such a manner that allows effective access control
and tasks’ distribution throughout the distributed system.

1.3

State of the Art

Workflow technology is widely presented by many software vendors for at least
five years. But when I try to compare my vision of workflows with existing
technology, I have to remember a bank that calls its cards with magnetic strip
as electronic wallet.

1.3. State of the Art
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There is a number of products in the market. It is uneasy to name all
of them so just the most important: Exchange Server (Microsoft), Lotus
Notes (Lotus), GroupWise (Novell), Vision Office (IBM), some applications
on SAP system, and we may name some more not so important, such as
Staffware Workflow (Cimage Enterprise Systems), VisiFlow (Datamax Technologies), Step2000 (Document Imaging Solutions), Keyflow (DSSI) or TeamLeader (Logic Systems) and many others. Those are off-the-shelf products that
are in some sense usable at large. We should not forget number of systems
that are implemented and tailored to particular enterprises and that have to
solve problems that are unique.
Existing technologies and products support a wide range of business applications such as banking, insurance, military, office automation, document
processing or manufacturing. There may be found five categories [39]:
1. Document based systems use some global database of documents that are
managed by a number of users. The database is the central point around
which routing of electronic documents among participated individuals is
performed.
2. E-mail based systems use e-mail programs as a medium for distribution
of tasks among group(s) of users. E.g. Lotus Notes and Exchange Server
use e-mails very strongly.
3. Groupware based products offer features that improve communication
and cooperation of groups of users that cooperate on common tasks.
4. Transaction based systems use properties of database management systems to support some business transactions.
5. Internet based applications use Internet as the environment that allows
very easy communication and that offers uniform basis for easy implementation of various tasks. WWW environment is developing very fast
and offers more and more sophisticated instruments.
Although the products are from tiny to very complex, we can find some
general properties. They assume some sort of unified environment. It means
that they create their own resources (have a database) or when accessing resources of the underlying platform they can be used just on this platform
(Exchange Server and Windows NT). It means that they need a homogeneous
environment.
I have not found a product that would perform flow control, all products
incorporate some type of access control based on HRU model (matrix based)
or on its variations - i.e. they use of access control lists.
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Most of systems do not restrict sets of users that may be assigned a task.
This is given by the fact that resources in systems are not assigned security
labels specifying sensitivity or nature of the resources’ contents. This property
is characteristic especially for smaller systems.
There are products that use role-based access control to enforce some control of data flow. But there are practical problem to stabilize privileges for roles
because users are faced with limited access to resources that bounds their work.
The problem is in combination of RBAC and DAC models and common feeling
of security by administrators, of course.
The existing state of security, as described above, is natural because workflow systems are generated by needs of potential customers and there is no
time and resources to perform some prerequisite research showing directions
applicable for ten or more years to the future. Systems are designed ad hoc,
according to basic programmer’s rule that sounds like: Start with the most
simple version possible and after it runs, begin to add whatever is needed.
And what about standardization effort? There has been already mentioned
Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) that is working towards XML as a
medium for workflow systems. Very important seems to be Simple Workflow
Access Protocol (SWAP) introduced as a draft by IETF. This document introduces protocol, based on HTTP1.1, that allows invocation and control of
long-term processes. Basic goals are good, SWAP shall not invent anything
that is already standardized somewhere else and should be as simple as possible. Let us take a look at security. About forty lines is denoted to the subject.
The problem is that it talks only about security of data transmission. Who may
send what, where and to whom depends on applications. There are defined
some properties of documents that could be used for some more sophisticated
security controls, but how to build them is not specified at all.
Another initiative comes from Object Management Group (OMG) that
has developed its own standard for workflows called jFLOW. The group OMG
BODTF developed a standard inspired by work of WfMC. It specifies that
workflow management systems implicitly allow ad-hoc specifications of executors and this may be restricted. There are no more or less abstract guidelines
for security policies, there. It means that security of workflow systems is fully
in applications’ hands and therefore questionable.
I can see another rising problem. There is a strong movement to agentbased applications. In such application, it is not clear what is going to be
performed in advance. The first thought that occurs to me is that big problems
with starvation and dead-locks, resulting from application of some security
model, become even more important. What I am talking about is the fact that
there are missing answers for workflow systems with some static definitions and

1.4. Overview
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the technology moves towards even more complicated systems.
Result from all the words in this section is short, but discouraging. Security
of workflow systems is solved mostly poorly. Main reasons lie in fast evolution
of the area and in complexity of stated tasks.

1.4

Overview

This dissertation identifies specific requirements for incorporating security into
distributed information systems and proposes basic security model that allows
synchronization of workflow execution and authorization flow. There is proposed classification of security layers that allows easier treatment of security
problems.
There is given a brief introduction into process algebra - CCS. CCS (Calculus of Communicating Processes) [45, 35] has been designed for modeling
communicating processes. CCS is then enriched with the proposed security
model that allows formal specification of secure processes and their modeling
and verification.
The remaining text of the thesis is divided into eight chapters. In the next
chapter (Chapter 2) a short survey of security in information and database systems is given. Chapter 3 introduces basic notions of Calculus of Communicating Processes (CCS). This calculus is used to formalize security of distributed
systems.
Rest of the thesis is the author’s contribution to the field of security in
strongly distributed systems. The theory is based on CCS and ideas of inheritance of processes (Chapter 8). The CCS theory and its description is
strongly used in Chapter 7, where the original calculus is modified to satisfy
security requirements. Chapter 4 describes general architecture of authorization system for strongly distributed information systems. The architecture is
the cornerstone of the subsequent construction. The basic structure of the
authorization system is defined in Section 4.1 and basic communication and
cooperation among layers is introduced in Section 4.2.
Chapter 5 introduces Active authorization model (AAM). This model is the
basis for authorization system. The original idea has been to use this model
as is, but it showed up that a formalism for tasks’ definitions is needed. That
is reason, why e.g. relations of authorization steps are defined. Basic concepts
of distributed systems are given in Section 5.1. The following two Sections 5.2
and 5.3 define the model itself.
The next chapter (Incorporating Security into CCS) is the first chapter
that addresses security in CCS. The chapter consists from three sections. Sec-
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tion 6.1 makes minor changes in AAM necessary for successful incorporation
into CCS. It introduces definitions of access and flow control, specifies their
manipulation and defines classification/categorization of system elements. Section 6.1.3 introduces forms of authorization information for states and defines
operator that enables joining of states. The last section defines properties of
secure distributed system and secure tasks (and workflows).
Chapter 7 goes through specification of CCS and makes appropriate changes
to ensure security requirements stated in the previous chapters. The aim was
to do as little changes of CCS as possible. The resulting Secure CCS ensures
properties of secure distributed system while preserving simplicity and useful
properties of the original specification. The most important are notions of
bisimilarity that had to be changed, but the original ideas stay preserved.
Chapter 8 incorporates ideas of Van den Aalst and Basten about inheritance
of processes into the frame developed in the previous text. The thesis concludes
with results of the work and possible directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter introduces basic classification of existing access control models.
We start with the two most known types of models - discretionary and mandatory. Those are followed by role-based access control. We shall remember
that the first two classes of models were introduced in 70-ies and they are still
the most often used. Ideas of those models are used for (not only) military
classifications of computer systems [2, 40]. But we should mention motivation
that lead to the design of access control models before we move to the models
themselves.

2.1

Security Policies

We have mentioned security requirements and various security controls in the
previous chapter. We know what they mean, but we do not know which are
important and which are not. Which should be implemented in the particular
information system and which should be not. Answers for those questions shall
be defined in security policies.
Security policies are abstract (high-level) guidelines concerning design and
management of security. It means that security policies also describe authorization systems [36] and express basic choices for system’s security. Security
policies define principles and rules upon which data access is granted or denied
and how the rules are administered. The rules that are used for such decisions
are called authorization rules and determine the system behavior.
There are three basic types of administration in database systems and information systems generally. They are hierarchical decentralized authorization
where a central authorizer is responsible for distributing administrative responsibilities, ownership with administration of objects by their creators and
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cooperative authorization when a predefined group of subjects must cooperate
for administration of objects. Those types are however defined only for centralized systems and are not sufficient for distributed systems those nodes are,
in high degree, autonomous - they assume homogeneous environment and one
set of security policies.
Security of information systems may be based on one of two basic policy
models proposed back in 70-ies: mandatory access control (MAC) or discretionary access control (DAC). The object-oriented technology has brought new
policy model - role-based access control (RBAC) that is not so strict as MAC.
It is more flexible and therefore more suitable for commercial environments.
In the moment we define the security rules, we have to choose mechanisms
able to enforce our security requirements. It is not point to make a complete
list of security mechanisms, we mention only two basic categories - external
and internal security mechanisms. External security mechanisms are outside
the system. They consist of administrative and physical controls and their
task is to secure system from nature disasters and from unauthorized access
of humans. Internal security mechanisms, on the other side, assume that humans working with the system are authorized to access the system and behave
according to administrative rules. First task of internal mechanisms is to perform authentication of users and according to the results enforce authorization
rules for data access.

2.2

Access Control Models

This section is about basic features of three types of access control (authorization) models. It is not the aim to feature exact specifications of models, but
to introduce principles of most often used model families.

2.2.1

Discretionary Access Control

Models implementing discretionary access control govern access of users information on the basis of the user’s identity. There are defined rules specifying,
for each user and each object in the system, types of accesses a user is allowed
on an object. The models are very flexible and therefore suitable for various
types of systems and applications for which security is not the prime target
(comparison of commercial and military systems [24]). Each user that creates
an object administers access to the object by its own. That is the ground of
flexibility, if you want to grant access right to your friend you are able to do
it immediately without any ’outer’ help. But also without any control!

2.2. Access Control Models
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Discretionary access control policies (and models that implement them) do
not provide a real assurance on satisfaction of defined protection requirements.
Although each access is controlled and allowed only if authorized, it is easily
possible to bypass stated access restrictions. For example, a user who is permitted to read data can pass it to other users who are not authorized to read
it without the cognizance of the data’s owner. The main problem is that discretionary policies do not impose any restriction on the usage of information
once obtained by a user. Dissemination of information is not controlled! This
property allows attacks such as Trojan Horses.
To understand Trojan Horse attacks, let us consider the following example.
Suppose that user x creates file f1 and writes some information in it. Suppose,
further, that user y creates file f2 . User y is owner of the file and he is therefore
allowed to execute any operation on the file. In particular, y can grant other
users authorizations on the file, so user x may receive (without knowledge)
write privilege in file f2 . Consider now a program P (a Trojan Horse) which
performs some utility and contains a hidden piece of code composed of a read
operation on file f1 and a write operation on file f2 . When user x executes P ,
the program may read file f1 and may write it to file f2 . The illegal transmission
has been performed.
Is there a solution to the problem? - Yes it is. The solution lies in the
control of data flow. The first definition of a model that uses the notion has
been proposed in 1976 [16] and theory is generally called mandatory access
control.

2.2.2

Mandatory Access Control

Mandatory access control and flow control allow one to track flow of information and therefore provide some kind of protection from Trojan Horse attacks.
The necessary condition for such controls is possibility to classify all objects
and subjects (users) in the information system.
Such classification allows definition of rules that are used to control data
flow by reference monitor that enforces mandatory policy (its axioms and
rules). At the first sight it seems well, but it has been showed that mandatory access control policies have the drawback of being too rigid and therefore
unapplicable to some environments from several reasons.
• It is not possible to assign clearances to users of commercial information
systems.
• It is very often necessary to manually solve competent asks for data
transfer.
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• It is impossible to model non-monotonous hierarchies of access rights.
(It is not possible to loose a privilege when moving up in the hierarchy.)
To fill the existing gap, variants of DAC models have been being proposed up to 1993. Propositions tried to strengthen discretionary access control models to ensure secure state. Some work has been aimed at eliminating
or at least limiting the vulnerability of discretionary control to Trojan Horses
[71, 21, 42, 61]. The approaches were based on need-to-know policy or by
limiting objects (files) accessible by application programs on the basis of some
knowledge about programs (active entities). Bertino [20] proposed the use of
a strict need-to-know policy for overcoming the vulnerability of discretionary
control policies in object-oriented systems. For access control in object-oriented
systems see also [47, 50].
We may say that MAC extends DAC models with new properties - axioms [49]. When using mandatory policy, the access control usually combines
mandatory access control and discretionary access control. This combination
allows users to grant permissions to objects they own and on the other side,
there is possible to state general rules for a system that limit possibility of
unauthorized data flow. The assessment of elements in the system that is
basis for such rules consists from two parts:
• Classification - It is a set composed of usually (military classification)
four elements (Top Secret, Secret, Confidential and Unclassified). This
set is fully ordered T S > S > C > U . Each element in the system is
assigned one element of the set.
• Set of categories - It is a non-hierarchical set of elements. Elements of
this set depend on the considered environment and refer to the given
application area. Each element in the system is assigned a subset of the
original set.
We obtain a set of security levels, whose elements form a lattice which is
partially ordered (≤). Each object receives its security level that does not
change during its life-time. And each subject has got security clearance that
represents maximum set of privileges.
The last fact that is worth noticing is primitivity of accesses that are
granted. They are usually read, write, append, execute. Suppose an example of a bank when a clerk needs a privilege to change sum on an account. We
have to give him a privilege to read the old sum and a privilege to write the
new sum. But we are only able to give him rights read and write. You can see
that the clerk is able to write any sum he wishes.

2.2. Access Control Models
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This changes with object-oriented systems that allow to grant privileges
to execute methods of objects e.g. add sum to an account. We move from
four privileges specified above to theoretically unlimited set of privileges to
execute particular, well designed methods. We just need to check correctness
of methods’ definitions.
All access control models, as DAC as MAC, always represent just one security policy. Assuming, you administer information systems of a developing
organization, then change of security policies makes necessary to implement
new access control model.
The following subsection presents another access paradigm that appeared
in the first half of 90-ies. It is the first family of models that do not contain,
but express security policies.

2.2.3

Role-based Access Control

We have mentioned problems with using mandatory access control in some
environments. This resulted in specification of a new type of access control
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [18, 63, 37, 57, 14, 43, 30, 58, 59, 19].
The basic idea is very simple. Access privileges are administered centrally,
it means that e.g. an enterprise is able to fully control access to information
resources according to its security policies. This administration is performed
through roles. Privileges are granted to roles. Roles form a lattice that allows
inheritance (we may define several types of inheritance) of access privileges.
It makes administration even easier. Particular user obtains access privileges
with assignment to a role. The approach is very intuitive. Roles may be
created according to organizational structure of the corporation and granting
and revoking of access to corporal resources for an employee can be done by
one assignment or its cancellation.
It shows up that such an abstraction is very important for administration
of large amount of users and resources. When using other access models then
e.g. removing access privileges from a fired employee in the large, heterogeneous environment is generally complex task and it is very dangerous potential
security hole.
Administration of access privileges is not enforced by common users and
RBAC is therefore called non-discretionary access control model. RBAC supports some important policies for unclassified, but sensitive information. They
allow determination of competence for execution of particular tasks, enforce
principle of lowest privilege for administrators and specify conflicts
It has been shown that RBAC access control is able to express different
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variants of access models based on lattice hierarchy used for classification of
system entities (in fact, lattice-based access control is a subset of RBAC [57,
56]).
RBAC access control is able to restrict data flow to a one-way flow. It is
analogous to simple security property and star property from BLP model [16].
One may say that RBAC access control is neutral in respect to security
policy; it may express particular policy, but it does not contain it. If we define
a classification of access control, considering their generality as follows:
1. Trust objectives - basic aims that the system shall satisfy.
2. Requirements for extern interface - security requirements for the interface
system-environment.
3. Internal requirements - requirements that shall be satisfied in the system
components.
4. Operational rules - describe the way to ensure inner requirements.
5. Functional design - functional description of behavior of system components.
Then MAC and DAC access control represent item (3), while RBAC access
controls are somewhere above that - it is much more abstract.

2.3

Related Research

Considerable studies in workflow management have been done by researchers
from various perspectives in recent years [1]. Inter-task dependencies, atomicity requirements [9], properties of the entities while executing a task and their
impact on execution [41] are studied. On the other side, there seems to be a
strong deficiency in general formal model for workflows and for specification of
tasks with long time-persistency. There are, of course, researchers that try to
solve this problem (Van den Aalst should be certainly mentioned). One of the
theoretical grounds for such specification seems to be Petri Nets [48, 52, 46].
Security of distributed systems and of execution of their tasks seems to be
overlooked. It is natural, from some point of view, that we need a functional
system and then we start carry of miscellaneous properties. I know about two
sources that try to solve somehow, the problem of security. The first one comes
from Thomas [66, 68, 67, 64, 65, 69], the second is concerned with Wei Kuang
Huang and Vijay Atluri [39, 11, 10].
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Both directions seem to be insufficient from some reasons. The works of
Thomas ended in the informal definition of Task-Based Authorization Control
(TBAC) with no further continuation. Some ideas are very interesting, but it
has showed up that some concepts are unrealistic and some properties of TBAC
are uselessly complicated. Wei Kuang Huang et al. went much further. They
have proposed simple formal model for managing authorizations in distributed
systems and applied it on the formal model of Petri-nets.
But we can see some problems with approach of Wei Kuang Huang. He applies mandatory and discretionary controls directly to his model and does not
differentiate between local systems and global system that would ensure communication throughout the distributed system of isolated nodes. This model
can not be therefore applied in heterogeneous information systems. Further,
his conception of mandatory access control is rather different from standard
view on the notion and problems with execution of tasks are solved by changes
in the tasks’ definitions. A set of axioms based on dependencies between tasks
is built up to rearrange workflows.
We are going to introduce Active authorization model (AAM). Next step is
to use theoretic model of communicating processes designed by Robin Milner
[45] called Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS). He shows conformity of
his model with Petri-nets, but offers something totally new - bisimilarity - that
is equivalence relation over processes. We want to enrich CCS with security
properties of AAM (incorporate AAM into CCS). The result will be a formal
model for securely communicating processes.
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Distributed systems that are to support long tasks that are executed by a
number of agents lack theoretic foundation that would allow definition of their
formal model. Existing workflow management systems are mostly created ad
hoc, without any formal specification. This situation does not allow validation
and verification of not only the system, but also of defined tasks. This situation
is very dangerous and we have to restrict potential of the system or reconcile
with possible delays and deadlocks during execution of workflows.
There is a strong movement towards use of Petri Nets [10, 4] for modeling
workflow systems. But I was not satisfied after study of the literature (i.e.
[70, 5]). Petri Nets seem not to cover real-world problems, there were proposed
Higher-order Object Nets [44], but they lack formal model of basic P/T nets.
At last I have found process algebras and Calculus of Communicating Systems
(CCS)[45, 35]. This calculus has been proposed for study of communication
and concurrency among processes. The basic idea has been to propose a usable
definition of equivalence for processes.
This chapter should be only a short introduction into CCS because we are
going to redefine it and it will take much more place later (see Chapter 7).
That is why we also omit most of proofs.
According to [45], I am going to use for CCS the term process calculus.

3.1

Basic Definitions

This section describes basics of process calculus as defined in [45]. I try to
shorten it as much as possible and propose only notions that are elementary
for the calculus and notions that are to be extended.
First of all, we should mention agents and ports. CCS distinguishes states
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that perform actions that are invisible from a given point of view. Those
states are called agents or more generally agent expressions. Each time an
agent makes a visible action (starts a communication) it is performed through
a port that determines properties of communication

3.1.1

Action and Transition

We assume an infinite set A of names, and use a, b, c, . . . ∈ A (input ports).
We denote Ā the set of co-names ā, b̄, c̄, . . . ∈ Ā and L = A ∪ Ā is the set of
labels that label ports (places that agents communicate through) and we shall
use `, `0 to range over L.
To write simultaneous changes of states, there is used special perfect action
τ . This action is only the one because it has no visible effects and we recognize
no property of it. Henceforward we shall let Act = L ∪ {τ } be the set of all
actions in the system and α, β, . . . ∈ Act.
The τ action is very important because it allows to ignore internal (perfect)
actions of the analyzed system. We wish to regard two systems as equivalent
if they exhibit the same pattern of external actions. This needs some kind of
abstraction that is done with replacing unimportant actions by τ action. It
turns out that a sequence
τ

τ

τ

P1 → P2 → . . . → Pn
of internal actions is equivalent to a single internal action
τ

P1 → Pn

3.1.2

Basic Language

Let us continue with definition of the calculus language. We shall use K, L
to stand for subsets of L and L̄ for the set of complements of labels in L. A
relabelling function f is a function from L to L such that f (`) = f (`) and also
extend f to Act by decreeing that f (τ ) = τ .
We introduce the set X (X, Y, . . . ∈ X ) of agent variables and the set K
(A, B, . . . ∈ K) of agent constants. Further, I and J will stand for indexing
sets ({Ei : i ∈ I}). And at last we define E, the set of agent expressions
(E, F, . . . ∈ E). E is the smallest set that includes X and K and contains the
following expressions, where E, Ei ∈ E:
1. α.E, a Prefix (α ∈ Act)
P
2.
i∈I Ei , a Summation (I an indexing set)

3.1. Basic Definitions
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3. E1 |E2 , a Composition
4. E\L, a Restriction (L ⊆ L)
5. E[f ], a Relabelling (f a relabelling function)
We should say a few words about special cases of (2). We have used general
notation, but usually we shall use only binary Summation E1 + E2 . Another
special case is when I = 0, the empty set. This gives us the inactive agent,
capable of no action. We use the special name for it - 0. It is defined as
def

0=

X

Ei

i∈0

Further, we define decreasing binding power of the combinators in the following order: Restriction and Relabelling (tightest binding), Prefix, Composition, Summation.
R+a.P | b.Q\L

means

R+((a.P ) | (b.(Q\L)))

We write V ars(E) for the set of variables occurring free in E and we say
that an agent expression E is an agent if it contains no free variables. We
denote the set of agents by P (P, Q, . . . ∈ P). A Constant is an agent whose
meaning is given by a defining equation. In fact, we assume that for every
Constant A there is a defining equation of the form
def

A=P
We often need to substitute expressions or variables. Let {Xi | i ∈ I} or X̃
be an indexed family of variables, all distinct; then we write {Ei /Xi | i ∈ I}
or {E/X} for the operation which simultaneously replaces all free occurrences
of Xi by Ei for all i ∈ I. We shall always use E1 ≡ E2 to mean that two
expressions are syntactically identical.

3.1.3

Transitional Semantics

The general notion of a labeled transition system is
t

(S, T, {→ | t ∈ T })
which consists of a set S of states, a set T of transition labels, and a transition
t
relation → ⊆ S × S for each t ∈ T . We shall take S to be E, the agent
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expressions, and T to be Act, the actions. Our semantics for E consists of the
α
definition of each transition relation → over E.
We now give the complete set of transition rules. The names Act, Sum,
Com, Res, Rel and Con indicate that the rules are associated respectively
with Prefix, Summation, Composition, Restriction, Relabelling and with Constants.
α

Act

Sumj P

α

α.E → E

E → E0
α

Ei → Ej0
α

F → F0
α

E|F → E|F 0

τ

F → F0

E|F → E 0 |F 0

α

α

Res

(j ∈ I)

`¯

`

Com3

Com2

E|F → E 0 |F
E → E0

α

i∈I

α

Com1

Ej → Ej0

E → E0
α

E\L → E 0 \L

(α, ᾱ ∈
/ L)

Rel

E → E0
f (α)

E[f ] −→ E 0 [f ]

α

Con

P → P0
α

A→

P0

def

(A = P )

The rulePfor Summation can be read as follows: if any one summand Ej of
the sum i∈I has an action, then the whole sum also has that action.

3.1.4

Derivatives and Derivation Trees
α

Whenever E → E 0 , we call the pair (α, E 0 ) an immediate derivative of E, we
call α an action of E and we call E 0 an α-derivative of E.
α1
αn
Analogously, whenever E −→
· · · −→
E 0 we call (α1 , . . . , αn , E 0 ) a derivative of E, we call α1 , . . . , αn an action-sequence of E, and we call E 0 an
α1 , . . . , αn -derivative (or sometimes just a derivative) of E. In the case n = 0,
we have that ε (empty action) is an action-sequence of E, and E is a derivative
of itself.
It is convenient to collect the derivatives of an expression E into the derivation tree of E, where for each expression at a non-terminal node, all its immediate derivatives are represented by outgoing arcs. We call the tree total if
expressions at terminal nodes have no immediate derivatives, otherwise partial.
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Sorts

A sort is just a set of labels. We say that an agent P has sort L, if all the
actions which P may perform at any time in the future have labels in L.
Definition 3.1. For any L ⊆ L, if the actions of P and all its derivatives lie
in L ∪ {τ } then we say P has sort L, or L is a sort of P , and write P : L. 
Now the following useful property can be very simply proved.
Proposition 3.1. For every E and L, L is a sort of E if and only if, whenever
α
E → E 0 , then
1. α ∈ L ∪ {τ }


2. L is a sort of E 0

Clearly every agent has a minimum sort - the intersection of all its sorts but this is not always easy to determine. However, there is a perfectly natural
way to assign a sort L(E) to each agent expression E on the basis of its
syntax. First, we assume that each variable X is assigned a sort L(X), and
each Constant A is assigned a sort L(A).
Definition 3.2. Given the sorts L(A) and L(X) of Constants and variables,
the syntactic sort (which is sometimes just called the sort) L(E) of each agent
expression E is defined as follows:
L(`.E) = {`} ∪ L(E)
L(τ.E) = L(E)
[
X
L(
Ei ) =
L(Ei )
i

i

L(E|F ) = L(E) ∪ L(F )
L(E\L) = L(E) − (L ∪ L̄)
L(E[f ]) = {f (`) : ` ∈ L(E)}
def

Further, for any defining equation A = P the inclusion L(P ) ⊆ L(A) must
hold.
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3.2

Equational Laws

Equational laws of the calculus fall naturally into three groups. Each group
represents one aspect of the behavioral equality of agents.
The first category consists of Composition, Restriction and Relabelling,
which may be called static combinators. The rules of action for these combinators are all of the form
α

Ei1 →1 Ei01

...
α

α

m
Eim →
Eim

comb(E1 , . . . , En ) → comb(E10 , . . . , En0 )
where {i1 , . . . , im } is a subset of {1, . . . , n}, and Ei0 is identical with Ei unless
i ∈ {i1 , . . . , im }. The significant point is that the combinator comb is present
after the action as well as before, and moreover the only components which
have changed are those whose actions have contributed to the action of the
compound agent.
The second category consists of dynamic combinators: Prefix, Summation
and Constants. In each rule for these combinators, an occurrence of the combinator is present before the action and absent afterwards.
We thus gain a three-way classification of equational laws, which we shall
use in our presentation:
• The static laws, involving only the static combinators. These laws can
be regarded as an algebra of flow graphs.
• The dynamic laws, involving only the dynamic combinators. These laws
can be regarded as an algebra of transition graphs.
• The laws which relate one group to the other. As far as concerned, these
laws may all be collected into a single one known as the expansion law.

3.2.1

The Dynamic Laws

The first set of laws concerns Summation alone:
Proposition 3.2. monoid laws
1. P + Q = Q + P
2. P + (Q + R) = (P + Q) + R)
3. P + P = P

3.2. Equational Laws
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4. P + 0 = P

It cannot be done many proofs, but if we write any of the laws as E1 = E2 ,
then E1 and E2 in each case have exactly the same derivatives; that is
α

E1 → E 0

α

iff E2 → E 0

This is strong enough to ensure that the laws are valid under any definition of
equality based upon the structure of derivation trees.
The second set of laws concerns Prefix and focuses on the meaning of the
silent action τ :
Proposition 3.3. τ laws
1. α.τ.P = α.P
2. P + τ.P = τ.P


3. α.(P + τ.Q) + α.Q = α.(P + τ.Q)

It seems that some discussion on terms of derivation trees is in order. Let
us talk about item (3), denoting the left- and right-hand sides by E1 and E2 .
Now E1 and E2 do not have exactly the same α-derivatives, since
α

α

E1 → Q but not E2 → Q
Because there is one silent action. This situation and previously stated tendency to ignore τ actions motivate the definition of a new transition relation.
α

Definition 3.3. P ⇒ P 0

τ

α

τ



if P (→)∗ → (→)∗ P 0 .
τ

τ

In this definition, we use (→)∗ , the transitive reflexive closure of →, meaning ’zero or more τ actions’. Now, if we write (2) or (3) from the previous
Proposition as E1 = E2 , then for any α
α

E1 ⇒ E 0

α

iff E2 ⇒ E 0

as may be checked by drawing derivation trees.
Corollary 3.4. P + τ.(P + Q) = τ.(P + Q)
?

Proof. P + τ.(P + Q) = τ.(P + Q)
?
P + P + Q + τ.(P + Q) = P + Q + τ.(P + Q)
(Proposition 3.3 (2))
(Proposition 3.2 (3))
P + Q + τ.(P + Q) = P + Q + τ.(P + Q)
it implies P + τ.(P + Q) = τ.(P + Q)
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You may ask, why some attractive ’laws’ has been rejected. First, consider
the ’law’ τ.P = P . If we allowed it, we could deduce a.P + τ.b.Q = a.P + b.Q.
But we can feel the difference because via the τ action (in the left hand agent)
we may move to a state, from which we are not able to perform action a. While
the right hand agent does not offer this property.
Second, consider the distributive ’law’ α.(P + Q) = α.P + α.Q. If we
allowed it, we could deduce a.(b.P + c.Q) = a.b.P + a.c.Q. But our transitional
semantics allows b.P as an a-alternative of the right-hand agent, and - assuming
b 6= c - this derivative is incapable of a c action, contrary to the left-hand agent.
Thus a deadlock may occur for one agent, but not for the other.
At this place we overpass the set of recursion laws.

3.2.2

The Expansion Law

A concurrent system may be naturally expressed as a restricted Composition,
i.e. in the form
(P1 | . . . |Pn )\L

Assume the following example. We have got two copies of C, with sort {in, out}
and chain them together. For this purpose, we must relabel the ports in
the middle, before composing and restricting; therefore the definition of the
appropriate linking combinator _ , applied to arbitrary agents P and Q, is:
def

P _ Q = (P [mid/out]|Q[mid/in])\mid
where mid is a fresh name (i.e. neither mid nor mid is in L(P ) or L(Q)).
In fact this form, a restricted Composition of relabelled components arises
so often that we shall call it a standard concurrent form (scf); its general form
is
(P1 [f1 ] | . . . | Pn [fn ])\L
The expansion law is concerned with the immediate actions of an agent in
standard concurrent form, as displayed schematically above.
Proposition 3.5. (The expansion law) Let P ≡ (P1 [f1 ] | . . . | Pn [fn ])\L,
with n ≥ 1. Then
Xn
P =
fi (α).(P1 [f1 ]| . . . |Pi0 [fi ]| . . . |Pn [fn ])\L |
o
α
| Pi → Pi0 , fi (α) ∈
/ L ∪ L̄
Xn
τ.(P1 [f1 ]| . . . |Pi0 [fi ]| . . . |Pj0 [fj ]| . . . |Pn [fn ])\L |
+
o
`2
`1
0
0
| Pi → Pi , Pj → Pj , fi (`1 ) = fj (`2 ), i < j

3.2. Equational Laws
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A frequent use of expansion is when the relabelling functions fi are all the
identity function Id. We get a simplified form of the law.
Corollary 3.6. Let P ≡ (P1 | . . . |Pn )\L, with n ≥ 1. Then
o
Xn
α
0
0
P =
α.(P1 | . . . |Pi | . . . |Pn )\L | Pi → Pi , α ∈
/ L ∪ L̄
Xn
τ.(P1 | . . . |Pi0 | . . . |Pj0 | . . . |Pn )\L |
+
o
`2
`1
| Pi →
Pi0 , Pj →
Pj0 , i < j



The case n = 1 of the expansion law has special interest. The law specializes
to some important laws relating Prefix with Restriction and Relabelling.
Corollary 3.7. Specialities of the expansion law

0
if α ∈ L ∪ L̄
1. (α.Q)\L =
α.Q\L otherwise
2. (α.Q)[f ] = f (α).Q[f ]
3. (Q + R)\L = Q\L + R\L
4. (Q + R)[f ] = Q[f ] + R[f ]

3.2.3



The Static Laws

We claimed at the beginning of this chapter that the static laws, relating
Composition, Restriction and Relabelling, can be regarded as an algebra of
flow graphs. We begin this section by making more precise, what we mean by
a flow graph.
We define a flow graph to be a set of nodes, where some pairs of ports are
joined by arcs and some ports are assigned (outer) labels under the following
conditions:
1. If two ports have outer labels ` and `¯ then they are joined.
2. If two ports are joined and one has an outer label `, then the other has
¯
outer label `.
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It is almost obvious how to define the operations of Composition, Restriction and Relabelling upon flow graphs. Let G and G0 be arbitrary flow graphs.
Then
• G|G0 is formed by joining every pair of ports - one in G and one in G0 which have complementary outer labels.
• G\L is formed by erasing outer labels ` and `¯ from G, for each ` ∈ L.
• G[f ] is formed by applying the relabelling function f to all outer labels
in G.
The sort of L(G) of G is just its set of outer labels and the above rules ensure
that
L(G|G0 ) = L(G) ∪ L(G0 )
L(G\L) = L(G) − (L ∪ L̄)
L(G[f ]) = f (L(G))
There are many different expressions for a single flow graph. The ideal situation
would be
• to have a set of equational axioms for the static combinators which are
sound and complete for flow graphs; that is, axioms from which can
be deduced exactly those equations which are true in the flow graph
interpretation.
• to know that every equation which is true in the flow graph interpretation
is also true in the process interpretation.
We present the equations in three groups.
Proposition 3.8. (Composition laws)
1. P | Q = Q|P
2. P |(Q|R) = (P |Q)|R
3. P | 0 = P



Note that 0 (in the flow graph interpretation) stands for the empty flow
graph!

3.3. Strong Bisimulation and Strong Equivalence
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Proposition 3.9. (Restriction laws)
1. P \L = P

if L(P ) ∩ (L ∪ L̄) = ∅

2. P \K\L = P \(K ∪ L)
3. P [f ]\L = P \f −1 (L)[f ]
4. (P |Q)\L = P \L | Q\L

if L(P ) ∩ L(Q) ∩ (L ∪ L̄) = ∅



The side-condition on (1) ensures that the labels L, and their complements, do not appear as labels in the flow graph P , so the Restriction \L
is vacuous. (3) asserts that Restriction and Relabelling commute. (4) is a
kind of distributive law; it says that Restriction distributes over Composition.
(Communication between P and Q must not be restricted.)
Proposition 3.10. (Relabelling laws)
1. P [Id] = P
2. P [f ] = P [f 0 ]

if

f  L(P ) = f 0  L(P )

3. P [f ][f 0 ] = P [f 0 ◦ f ]
4. (P |Q)[f ] = P [f ] | Q[f ] if f  (L ∪ L̄) is one-to-one, L = L(P |Q).



In (1), Id is the identity function. The side-condition on (2) ensures that
f and f 0 have like effect upon P (the notation f  D means the function f
restricted to domain D). In (4) the side-condition is needed to ensure that when
[f ] is applied to P and Q separately, it does not create more complementary
port-pairs than existed previously.

3.3

Strong Bisimulation and Strong Equivalence

In this section, we set up a notion of equivalence between agents, based intuitively upon the idea that we only wish to distinguish between two agents P
and Q if the distinction can be detected by an external agent interacting with
each of them. For the entire section we shall treat τ (internal action) exactly
like any other action. This will yield a rather strict equivalence relation which
we shall call strong equivalence, in which we even distinguish between a.τ.0
and a.0.
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3.3.1

Strong Bisimulation

For the purpose of comparing processes, we consider an equivalence relation
with the following property:
P and Q are equivalent iff, for every action α, every α-derivative
of P is equivalent to some α-derivative of Q, and conversely.
We can write this formally as follows, using ∼ for our equivalence relation.
P ∼ Q iff, for all α ∈ Act,

(*)

α

α

α

α

1. Whenever P → P 0 then, for some Q0 , Q → Q0 and P 0 ∼ Q0

2. Whenever Q → Q0 then, for some P 0 , P → P 0 and P 0 ∼ Q0

What we are looking for, is the largest (or most generous) relation ∼ which
satisfies the property (*).
Definition 3.4. (Strong bisimulation) A binary relation S ⊆ P × P over
agents is a strong bisimulation if (P, Q) ∈ S implies for all α ∈ Act,
α

α

α

α

1. Whenever P → P 0 then, for some Q0 , Q → Q0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ S
2. Whenever Q → Q0 then, for some P 0 , P → P 0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ S

3.3.2



Basic Properties of Strong Bisimulation

The first property which is enjoyed by the notion of strong bisimulation is that
it is preserved by various operations on relations. In general, we define the
converse R−1 of a binary relation and the composition R1 R2 of two binary
relations by
R−1 = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ R}
R1 R2 = {(x, z) | for some y, (x, y) ∈ R1 and (y, z) ∈ R2 }
Proposition 3.11. Assume that each Si (i = 1, 2, . . .) is a strong bisimulation.
Then the following relations are all strong bisimulations:
(1) Idp
(2) Si−1

(3) S1 S2
[
(4)
Si
i∈I
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Definition 3.5. P and Q are strongly equivalent or strongly bisimilar , written
P ∼ Q, if (P, Q) ∈ S for some strong bisimulation S. This may be equivalently
expressed as follows:
∼=

[

{S : S is a strong bisimulation}


Proposition 3.12.
1. ∼ is the largest strong bisimulation


2. ∼ is an equivalence relation

We are now in a position to prove most of the equational laws which were
introduced in section 3.2. We shall in fact prove them valid when ’=’ is interpreted as strong equivalence; they will therefore be valid also for the weaker
notion of equality introduced in the next section. However, Proposition 3.3
(τ laws) is not valid for strong equivalence.

3.4

Bisimulation and Observation Equivalence

We have introduced the notion of strong bisimulation in Section 3.3. It assumes
that every α action of one agent must be matched by an α action of the other
one - even for τ actions. Here we relax the requirement and τ action must be
matched by zero or more τ actions.

3.4.1

The Definition of Bisimulation

A few preliminary definitions are needed.
Definition 3.6. If t ∈ Act∗ , then t̂ ∈ L∗ is the sequence gained by deleting all
occurrences of τ from t.

Note, in particular, that τcn = ε (the empty sequence).

t

α

α

Definition 3.7. If t = α1 . . . αn ∈ Act∗ , then we write E → if E →1 · · · →n E 0 .
t
t
We shall also write E → to mean that E → E 0 for some E 0 .
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We now define a labelled transition system
s

(E, L∗ , {⇒ | s ∈ L∗ })
s

over agent expressions, in which the transition relations ⇒ are defined as folt
lows. For convenience we actually define ⇒ for all t ∈ Act∗ , i.e. for sequences
which may contain τ .
t

Definition 3.8. If t = α1 . . . αn ∈ Act∗ , then E ⇒ E 0 if
τ

α

τ

τ

α

τ

E(→)∗ →1 (→)∗ · · · (→)∗ →1 (→)∗ E 0
t

t



We shall also write E ⇒ to mean that E ⇒ E 0 for some E 0 .
ab

τp a τq b τr

Thus E ⇒ E 0 means that E →→→→→ E 0 for some p, q, r ≥ 0. Note also
τn
ε
that E ⇒ E 0 iff E → E 0 for some n ≥ 0.
We now introduce a notion analogous to derivative.
t̂



Definition 3.9. If t ∈ Act∗ , then E 0 is a t-descendant of E iff E ⇒ E 0 .
t

Note that if t ∈ L∗ this just means E ⇒ E 0 , since t = t̂ in this case. But
τn
notice that E 0 is a τ -descendant of E iff E → E 0 for some n ≥ 0, and this
includes the case n = 0 in which E 0 ≡ E.
t

t

Remark 3.1. Let us summarize the difference between the three relations →, ⇒
b
t

and ⇒. All specify action-sequence with observable content t. What changes
is intervening of τ actions:
t
→ specifies exactly the τ actions;
t
⇒ specifies at least the τ action;
b
t

⇒ specifies nothing about τ actions.

So bearing in mind what we said about matching any τ action by zero or
more τ actions, we want a notion of equivalence - which we shall call observation equivalence - with the following property:
P and Q are observation-equivalent iff, for every action α, every
α-derivative of P is observation-equivalent to some α-descendant
of Q, and similarly with P and Q interchanged.
Definition 3.10. (Weak bisimulation) A binary relation S ⊆ P × P over
agents is a (weak) bisimulation if (P, Q) ∈ S implies, for all α ∈ Act,

3.4. Bisimulation and Observation Equivalence
α

α
b

α

α
b
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1. Whenever P → P 0 then, for some Q0 , Q ⇒ Q0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ S
2. Whenever Q → Q0 then, for some P 0 , P ⇒ P 0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ S



We can now define observation equivalence, or bisimilarity:
Definition 3.11. P and Q are observation-equivalent or (weakly) bisimilar,
written P ≈ Q, if (P, Q) ∈ S for some (weak) bisimulation S. That is,
[
≈=
{S : S is a bisimulation}


3.4.2

Properties of Bisimilarity

We show a few simple properties of ≈ analogous with properties of ∼ on the
following lines.
Proposition 3.13. Assume that each Si (i = 1, 2, . . .) is a bisimulation. Then
the following are all bisimulations.
(1) Idp
(2) Si−1

(3) S1 S2
[
(4)
Si
i∈I

Proposition 3.14.
1. ≈ is the largest bisimulation.
2. ≈ is an equivalence relation.



We now turn to further properties of ≈. We start with the property which
distinguishes ≈ from ∼ most sharply.
Proposition 3.15. P ≈ τ.P



This is perhaps the source of all the power of bisimilarity. It allows τ to be
ignored - to some extent - in investigating bisimilarity.
Proposition 3.16. P ∼ Q implies P = Q, and P = Q implies P ≈ Q.
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Thus all our equational laws for ∼ and = hold also for bisimilarity, though
the opposite is not true. The next two propositions show how equality may be
deduced from bisimilarity; they are crucial in applications.
Definition 3.12. P is stable if P has no τ -derivative.



Proposition 3.17. If P ≈ Q and both P and Q are stable, then P = Q.



Thus it appears that the difference between ≈ and = is only a matter of
the initial actions of agents. The next result underlines this fact.


Proposition 3.18. If P ≈ Q then α.P = α.Q.

3.5

The Theory of Observation Congruence

This is the last section of algebraic theory of CCS. We begin by introducing
another way to define the notion of bisimulation. We then declare that bisimilarity is preserved by all the basic combinators, except Summation. At last,
the long-awaited definition of equality, =, is given. In particular, it is shown
that equality is indeed a congruence relation which justifies all the normal
algebraic manipulations.

3.5.1

Experiments and Substitutivity

We begin by giving another characterization of bisimulation, in terms of the
s
notion of experiment. We consider P ⇒, where s ∈ L∗ to be an experiment
upon P ; it consists of running P a ’little’ and observing the action sequence
s = `1 . . . `n . If s = ε, we also write P ⇒ P 0 ; if P is unstable then this may
involve one or more (unobserved) τ actions. P ⇒ P 0 is still an experiment and
must play a part in our theory because P 0 may admit fewer experiments than
P does.
Proposition 3.19. S is a bisimulation if, for all (P, Q) ∈ S and s ∈ L∗ ,
s

s

s

s

1. Whenever P ⇒ P 0 then, for some Q0 , Q ⇒ Q0 and P 0 SQ0
2. Whenever Q ⇒ Q0 then, for some P 0 , P ⇒ P 0 and P 0 SQ0



Proposition 3.20. Bisimilarity is preserved by Composition, Restriction and
Relabelling. It means that if P ≈ Q then P |R ≈ Q|R, P \L ≈ Q\L and
P [S] ≈ Q[S].


3.5. The Theory of Observation Congruence

3.5.2
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Equality and its Basic Properties

We have seen that ≈ is not fully substitutive; P ≈ Q does not imply P + R ≈
Q + R. We want a notion of equality, P = Q, which implies P ≈ Q and which
is fully substitutive, we want a congruence relation. It should be the largest
congruence relation included in ≈.
Definition 3.13. P and Q are equal or (observation-) congruent, written
P = Q, if for all α
α

α

α

α

1. Whenever P → P 0 then, for some Q0 , Q ⇒ Q0 and P 0 ≈ Q0
2. Whenever Q → Q0 then, for some P 0 , P ⇒ P 0 and P 0 ≈ Q0


α

Note that the two clauses differ from those for ≈ only in one respect: ⇒
α̂
appears in place of ⇒. Thus each action of P or Q must be matched by at
least one action of the other.
We also extend equality to expressions, in the same way as bisimilarity.
Definition 3.14. Let the variables which occur in E or in F be X̃. Then
E = F if, for all P̃ , E{P̃ /X̃} = F {P̃ /X̃}.

We can immediately obtain a characterization of equality which shows how
close it is to bisimilarity.
Proposition 3.21. Assume that L(P ) ∪ L(Q) =
6 L. Then P = Q iff, for all
R, P + R ≈ Q + R.

Proposition 3.22. P ∼ Q implies P = Q, and P = Q implies P ≈ Q.



And we pick the last two propositions of equality properties.
Proposition 3.23. Equality is an equivalence relation.
Proposition 3.24. If P = Q then α.P = α.Q, P + R = Q + R, P |R = Q|R,
P \L = Q\L and P [f ] = Q[f ].
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Chapter 4
Architecture of the
Authorization System
I was considering the architecture for a pretty long time. After some prior
study of widely deployed systems and their access control models [25, 27], I
turned my mind toward the direction of Task-based Authorization System and
problems raising from its possible application [26]. Results solving some particular problems were published during the last year of my internal PhD. study
[28, 29]. This chapter presents integrated solution of a general architecture of
authorization system.
The first issue that has to be solved is establishment of general architecture
of the authorization system as a whole. We have not found any general abstract
conception or model of authorization system for strongly distributed systems in
the literature. But we feel that specification of general framework is necessary
basic step before we start to define parts of the general problem separately.
We are interested in heterogeneous distributed systems that are composed
from autonomous information systems able to communicate among themselves.
We are going to call those autonomous systems s-nodes (from system nodes).
Each s-node contains resources it is able to work with (files, peripheral
devices, . . . ), a system that manages work with resources (operational system,
database management system) and access (or authorization) control model
that is used for determining allowed accesses to the resources.1 We generally
do not assume any uniformity among s-nodes, particularly considering access
control systems. Any restrictions stated for the access systems shall be specified
explicitly in the text.
1

Chapter 5 introduces another definition of s-nodes. We mention here only parts important for the chapter and other issues are omitted.
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Basic Structure

It is useful to define basic layers of the authorization system based on the architecture of distributed systems. We are not interested in structure of s-nodes,
we just identify necessary layers that are needed for successful implementation
of global security model in heterogeneous environment.
We have said already that s-nodes contain (or use) access control models.
This is the first layer in our architectural framework and we shall call it Local
Access Control. We are not able to say too much about general properties of
those controls. We assume, they are capable to perform access control to local
resources and they should be able to create new users or user groups. They
are able to assign resources with properties usable for management of access
control. We need them also to provide mechanisms that allow authentication
of more abstract systems (or its users) and following access to resources.
There are two general approaches for users in abstract systems. A new
group or general user that is able to access local resources is created. It means
that other layers of the distributed system create new hierarchy of users and
their authorizations. The second way is that existing structure of users is
exploited. We prefer (and use in the following description) the first alternative,
where all resources accessible for distributed system are accessible for a new
user or group and access control, is partially moved to another layer of the
architecture.
Definition 4.1. (Local Access Control) Local Access Control Li0 is the ntuple L0i = {Si , Oi , Ai , fi } that contains the set of users Si , the set of resources
(or objects) Oi the set of access modes Ai and the authorization function fi
that is defined as follows:
fi : Si × Oi × Ai → {T rue, F alse}
The function fi is able to decide access demands.



Because there are no common properties among Local Access Controls,
there is neither any common set of privileges. The abstraction of access privileges among Local Access Controls may vary. It is not a problem, if we find a
way to specify privileges on the global level.
The second layer of our architecture should be able to convert global definition of privileges into a form applicable in the Local Access Control and
conversely. This layer shall be called Conversion Layer. This is the first element that creates some general (global) framework. We do not know yet how
to specify privileges on the global level, but there is a place where it may be
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done. This layer has to be implemented with s-nodes means because it transforms some global information into local and vice versa. We are not able to
change the lower side of this layer, but definition of the higher interface is only
in our control.
Remember that this layer has two tasks. It has to determine set of subjects
that are allowed to execute computational tasks and it may be needed to
determine objects, falling into given categories.
Definition 4.2. (Conversion Layer) Conversion Layer represents three functions L1i = (σir , σiu , σic ) that take the set of users and the set of resources from
the underlying Local Access Control Li0 = {Si , Oi , Ai , fi }, the set of resource
categories C and the set of subjects Sic from Workflow Manager L3 (Definition 4.4) and returns subset of subjects that are authorized to access specified
resources.
σiu : C × Sic → Sic
uses σir to translate resource categories C into the set of resources Oi
σir : C → Oi
and function σic that determine subjects in Local Access Control from subjects
in Workflow Manager
σic : Sic → Si



The aim is to enable to use function fi to determine e.g. the final subset of
subjects with given categorization c allowed to access resources with the same
categorization: fi (σic ◦ σiu (c, Sic ), σir (c), a).
We get to the layer that allows specification of tasks executable on the
particular s-node. There are generally two types of tasks for the distributed
system important for current description.
• Tasks that are executed on one s-node and by one user and perform
some basic, atomic actions from the distributed system’s point of view.
We shall call those tasks atomic tasks. The description of those tasks is
dependent on s-node.
• Tasks that may be executed on several s-nodes and/or by several users.
Those tasks’ execution steps are defined only by other tasks. We are going
to call such tasks workflows. Specification of workflows is independent
on s-nodes.
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We are now talking about the layer allowing to specify atomic tasks. Definitions of atomic tasks are described by means of the s-node, there are used
operations that are executable by the s-node. We shall call this layer Atomic
Task Manager.
Definition 4.3. (Atomic Task Manager) Atomic Task Manager L2i allows
definition of tasks that are executable on s-node Si and contains pool of defined
task-templates.

Another, higher layer - Workflow Manager - manages definitions of workflows and all other computational tasks that need cooperation of more s-nodes
to be completed. This layer is completely s-node independent. It allows to be
implemented as platform independent and to be executed on various systems.
(The ideal seems to be WWW environment and Java-language. WWW environment solves basic problems: it allows easy communication of s-nodes, offers
user-friendly environment and some basic security properties.)
Workflow Manager may be split into two parts, one concerning static authorizations of workflows (authorizations that are specified in the workflow
creation) and one concerning dynamic authorizations. The dynamic authorizations are very important in the moment the workflow is able to change
its state according to the processed data; there has to be an instrument that
allows restriction of data flow in the distributed system.
Definition 4.4. (Workflow Manager) The Workflow Manager layer L3
divides into static part Ls3 and dynamic part Ld3 (according to authorizations
they are able to solve). It also contains pool of task-templates defined in the
distributed system or at least their specifications.

I suppose that we have identified all basic layers of the authorization system.
The following picture shows their position in the architecture and their mutual
communication.

4.2

Communication of the Layers

There is a difference between authorization systems in centralized and distributed information system. We may call them as active and passive systems.

• Passive - authorization system waits for an access requirement and then
decides whether to grant a privilege for access or not.

4.2. Communication of the Layers
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Workflow Manager

Conversion
Layer


Resources

Atomic Task
Manager


Local Access Control

Figure 4.1: Communication among system layers
• Active - the system may be divided into two parts. First part creates
set of possible subsequent access requirements and looks for s-nodes that
are able to grant them. Second part is similar to passive systems.
Access control systems are implemented on centralized systems, so they are
passive. Users ask for access and the system decides. Authorization system of
any distributed system has to be active. The reason is fundamental. There is
no central place, where all users of the distributed system are known.
S-nodes that have just completed a step of a task have to be able to determine, whether there are s-nodes with users that are allowed to continue the
particular task. This is one of the crucial problems in cooperation between
Local Access Control and Tasks (Workflows) Managers. This interface is also
the most problematic for implementation.
How to perform a workflow? Let us imagine a that someone on s-node Si
has started a workflow and executed the first step (task) of it. We need to find
all s-nodes that are potentially able to execute the next task of the workflow.
1. We have to address (all) s-nodes in the distributed system.
2. Each s-node identifies users that are able to continue the workflow and
waits until any of the identified users initiates execution of the task.
3. When the active user is on the s-node Sj , then Sj responds to the Si .
4. The s-node Si recalls its request on all s-nodes except Sj .
5. Execution of the workflow moves to the new s-node Sj and the active
user may execute the task.
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The most important is step (2). During this step, communication among
layers of the authorization system on particular s-node is performed. The first
impulse is received by the Workflow Manager. It has to ask the Atomic Task
Manager if there is the particular task defined at all. In the case of success,
the Atomic Task Manager has to determine (either directly with Local Access
Control or in cooperation with Conversion Layer) set of users that possess
necessary static authorizations to run the task. The same procedure, but
assuming dynamic authorization, is guided by Workflow Manager, Conversion
Layer and of course, Local Access Control. There are received two sets of
users. Their intersection is the set of users authorized to execute next part
(task step) of the workflow.

4.3

The Conversion Layer

We shall present a more detailed description of the Conversion Layer because
it is the place, two considerably different models are in touch.
When thinking about possibilities that exist for general specification of
authorization requirements, i.e. general property of subjects and resources,
the following alternatives were identified.
1. Hierarchy in the organization.
2. Name of a subject (user).
3. Privilege for data access (analogy with MAC).
4. Reference to a common hierarchy (absolute or relative (from-to)).
5. Reference to another predefined role (group) structure.
6. Types of resources that have to be accessed.
The classification we shall use has to be very stable in time and must allow
its application on all s-nodes. We have assumed that the most general and
stable classification should be based on data (resources) that are accessed, on
categorization of their content.2
Definition 4.5. (Resource categories) Resource categories is a non-hierarchical set of elements C that may depend on the environment and the
application area. There are defined two set operations ∪ and ⊆.

2

Remember decimal classification of books. It is used for tens of years in libraries without
need of re-classification of once classified books.
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When using categories, we have no way to specify needed access modes.
Therefore, when a subject is able to access particular resource, he is able to
perform generally all possible operations over those resources. Restrictions in
this direction are enforced through the functional tasks’ definitions.
Resource categorization is the fixed point that allows global definition of
workflows. All tasks’ definitions use categorization (or classification) to specify
security requirements for data access (access to resources and workflows). Categories are converted into form that the s-node’s Local Access System is able
to use to determine authorized users and to determine needed resources during
execution of particular task step. This conversion is performed especially in
Conversion Layer and partially by Atomic Task Manager.
We shall now define Active authorization model that constitutes basis of
the authorization system for heterogeneous distributed systems.
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Chapter 5
Active Authorization Model
This chapter contains description of Active authorization model (AAM) we
are going to use further for specification of security in distributed systems.
Section 5.1 proposes formalization of a distributed system that allows development of authorization model. Next section summarizes essential ideas of AAM
and Section 5.3 brings full specification of Active authorization model.

5.1

Distributed System

Let us take a look on the context in which Active authorization model (AAM) is
placed. Workflow management system, or more generally strongly distributed
information system has been mentioned already several times and we should
state its more precise definition.
Definition 5.1. (Strongly distributed system) Strongly distributed system S is a set of autonomous information systems (s-nodes) communicating with each other through communication channels χi,j that connect pairs
of s-nodes (Si and Sj ). S = ({Si∈I | Si is an s-node}, {χi,j∈I×I | i 6= j ∧
χi,j is a channel}).

Definition 5.2. (System node, s-node) S-node Si is a 5-tuple
Si = (Ai , Ωi , Ri , Ui , Ei ). S-node represents the administration unit Ai , the authorization system Ωi , the resource manager Ri , the audit unit Ui and the

system engine Ei .
It is a complete view of s-node so there are even parts we are not interested
in. Ai is the administration unit that enables to define and manage computational tasks and workflows. The authorization system Ωi is responsible for
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authorizations and correct assignment of access rights. The resource manager
Ri takes care of all resources in the distributed system and allows access to
them. It should allow to assign classifications to resources, define subjects and
again with their classifications. The audit unit Ui logs and analyzes all events
in the given s-node Si or even in the whole distributed system S. The s-node
engine Ei is the essential part that executes tasks prepared for processing on
the s-node. Interface of the engine allows users to initiate new workflows and
select tasks, they want to process.
The system engine Ei uses the remaining four parts to ensure secure, correct
and immediate processing of tasks. It starts new tasks, ensures that necessary
resources are allocated and proper access rights are granted. It frees used
objects and prepares conditions for initialization of tasks, concurring the task
termination.
S-node works with four basic types of entities: resources, computational
tasks, subjects and audit trails. Resources can be divided into several basic
types. We can talk about users, electronic information (files, objects, . . . )
and real resources (paper objects, physical devices and so on). We can also
distinguish atomic tasks, task steps and workflows in computational tasks.
We have not mentioned task steps yet, but the notion is necessary for the
authorization model. Generally, task step consists from one or more atomic
tasks and it is assigned security information that is atomic from user’s point
of view. Regarding subjects, there are users and tasks that may act as active
entities.
What we are going to address is the authorization system and entities it
works with. Other issues are mentioned only in the necessary volume.
We have already mentioned that computational tasks are assumed to be of
two independent parts - functional and security.
Definition 5.3. (Task template) The computational task template (static
definition of the task i) Ti,0 is a couple consisting of the functional definition
(Υi ) itself and security related information (Ψi ).
Ti,0 = (Υi , Ψi )

Definition 5.4. (Task instance) The task instance Tj,k is a triplet
Tj,k = (Ti,0 , Pj,k , Ej,k )
Where Ti,0 is the appropriate task template, Pj,k is the actual protection state
of the task instance and Ej,k is the processing state. The indexes j and k of
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Tj,k identify the running workflow (k) and actual branch (computational task)
of the workflow (j).

Any task template is just a static definition of a task. It should be stored,
in case of a workflow, on every s-node of the distributed system, or at least
everywhere with at least one potential executor (subject that is able to initiate
the task execution) of the task. Task templates of atomic tasks are stored on
s-nodes, where they are defined. All s-nodes that are able to define new tasks
and workflows should know specification of all existing atomic tasks’ templates.
A task instance contains all information needed for its successful, correct
and secure processing. There is no central place that can be used for the
execution control. It means that every single task instance has to contain
everything necessary for its processing.
The authorization system should be independent on implementation of distributed system, as on s-nodes, as on the way tasks are defined. To achieve this
aim we have to stay on rather abstract level of modeling and develop simple,
but very tiny connection between tasks and their authorization information.
Other requirements encompass functional properties. The model should cover
all necessary aspects of system’s security:
• Synchronization - Time period of authorizations is synchronized with
proper tasks.
• Authorization constrains - Capability to handle temporal constrains.
• Cooperation - Model has to be able to cooperate with DAC, MAC or
RBAC models used for determination of needed resources and authorized
subjects.
• Modeling - Modeling of authorizations in tasks and management of authorizations through tasks’ life-cycles.
• Separation - Maintenance of separate protection states for each task.
• Control - Dynamic runtime check-in and check-out of permissions.

5.2

Basic Concepts of the Model

We want to specify basic concepts that are behind the idea of Active authorization model. We have already mentioned two of them - task and task template.
We move to security aspects now and start from the beginning - task.
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The basic notion in AAM is the authorization unit. Each workflow consists of well-defined tasks that perform simple actions - we shall call them task
steps1 . Authorization unit is able to describe all security information related to
the given task step. It consists from four elements. The first element contains
initial privileges that are used to determine the set of subjects (users or tasks
that we are going to call initiators) that may start (initiate) the associated
task. The second one is a set of enabled privileges. It means privileges that the
executor of the task possesses. Usage of each privilege may be restricted by
predicates. We use obligatory predicate defining maximum number of applications. Exact definition of privileges comes from the definition of authorization
set - Def 5.8. The third element contains executors of the associated task step.
The last data element defines number of authorization unit’s executions.
The basic idea is to store all information needed for the task execution
within its task instances (we are going to use the notion flow unit). This
property is necessary for task migration. Task instances are transferred among
s-nodes of the distributed system and no other information of them is known.
In the moment the task is executed, additional security information has to be
added to the ’functional’ data needed for system engines Ei . The structure
containing those data is called Protection data. The content consists from all
authorization units and some other information needed during the task and its
authorization units’ processing.
Protection data is a part of flow unit (it is representation of task instance
Tj,k ) together with the data for task processing (it means task definition and
processing state). The flow unit is complete ’bundle’ of information needed for
the correct and secure task processing.
The compact peace of information we have obtained in the flow unit may
be migrated among s-nodes of the heterogeneous distributed system. On the
other side, each authorization unit may be processed on the particular s-node
independently. It defines protection state of the given task and its executor
- it is crucial information for access control. If it contains identification of
the corresponding task, it can also be separately audited (as well as stored or
analyzed).

We are now to define basic notions of Active authorization model. This
is another important step towards authorization system suitable for strongly
distributed systems that has to be done.
1

Task step is a computational task with one important property - it may be invoked by
an extern subject. It means that we can define conditions for its initialization.
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This section is very compact and contains specification of Active authorization
model. I want to mention that idea of the model has motivated formation of
remaining parts of this thesis.
We assume following facts as implicit in the section. There is a set of
resources (or objects, generally all passive elements in the system) O, a set of
subjects (users and tasks) S and a set of all access rights A. Those three sets
are finite. When the given set is used in context of an s-node, it may also have
an index. Further suppose that N is the set of integer numbers. All definitions
that follow are supposed to be stated in the context of a distributed system S
or of s-nodes Si it consists of. The difference shall be visible from indexes.
First of all, we have to define a few basic notions such as time mark, time
interval, authorizations.
Definition 5.5. (Time marks - moments) The set of time marks MS in
the system S, is defined as a set of nonnegative integer numbers. Let us define
maximum value of a time mark mmax > 0, m ∈ N.
MS = {m|m ∈ N ∧ m ∈ h0, mmax i}
We may define time marks Mi for s-nodes Si in the same way.



Definition 5.6. (Time intervals) If there is a set of time marks M then
the set of time intervals in the context of M is defined as:
IM ⊆ {(m1 , m2 ) | m1 , m2 ∈ M ∧ m1 < m2 }
If there is a moment m such that m ≥ m1 ∧ m ≤ m2 , we may write
m ∈ (m1 , m2 ) ∨ m ∈ IM
and say that m is in interval IM . Assuming s-nodes, we may denote relevant
sets of intervals equivalently IMi or Ii .

Time marks do not express real time moments, but rather a sequence of
events; conversion into real time differs with each task execution. There is one
condition that should be preserved: order of actions in real time is the same
as in time marks.
It is impossible to work with concrete resources in the authorization system
because we do not know all of them and tasks have to be executable everywhere.
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We therefore need some more abstract description of resources. The most
suitable abstraction is resource separation into categories, according to their
content (domain and sensitivity) and use of such a categorization. This is the
reason we define notion of categorization of resources.
Definition 5.7. (Categorization) Assume that there is a non-hierarchical
set of categories CS = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }. There are defined set operations ∪ and
⊆ on CS .
There is also defined function ΘS : O → CS that assigns each resource oi in
the system S an element ci ⊆ CS . ΘS (oi ) = ci is called categorization of the
resource oi .
Each s-node Si has got defined function Θi ⇔ ΘS  Oi , Oi ⊆ O. Values of Θi
are from Ci : Ci ⊆ CS ∧ ∀c ∈ Ci : ∀ck ∈ CS such that c ⊆ ck , ck ∈ Ci .

A set of categories is defined for each s-node in the distributed system S.
Sets are chosen according to data the particular s-node is supposed to process.
The set CS should be created so generally that (ideally) no changes of once
defined categories are needed during the life-cycle of the distributed system.
On the other side, it is possible to easily add new elements2 into CS .
The condition for subsets of categories in s-nodes is put for correct determination of authorized subjects. We may find a subject that is authorized for
level higher then the one needed. We should have this level in set of classifications.
If the definition of function Θ were changed to Θ : O → C × N, we would
obtain a classification function, as described in [16].
Definition 5.8. (Authorization set) Let us Oi be a set of all resources, Si
be a set of all subjects and Ai be a set of all access modes on an s-node. If
there is defined k ∈ N then Ui = {u | u ∈ N ∨ u < k} is a set of all possible
repeating counts. Then the set of all authorizations Pi is defined as
Pi ⊆ Si × Oi × Ai × Ui
For that holds:
∀ p = (s, o, a, u) ∈ Pi : u > 0, ∃p0 = (s, o, a, u − 1) ∈ Pi

2

It implies existence of a mechanism for distribution of added categories among all snodes.
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This is the first and the last time when subjects are directly associated with
authorizations. The reason to define authorization sets is a need to express
concrete privileges on s-nodes and to have a basis for deriving more abstract
notions for authorizations. There is also practical reason - storing of information about authorizations applied to the system resources. We know that all
users have to be authenticated in the system and that users are subjects of
responsibility for actions in the system.
We are going to use association task – privilege from now on. This association is, from AAM point of view, implicit and is enforced by the task
step containing corresponding authorization template. Authorization template
is an authorization without specification of subject (−, o, a, u). We need to
define two types of authorization templates abstract that does not use objects,
but categories of resources and specific that is used on a particular s-node concrete resources may be used.
We need to create an association between security categories and subjects.
We assume that when a subject is authorized to access one object with classification (or categorization) c, he is authorized to access all objects with classification c and resolution to particular resources is done according to task
definitions. This axiom must be satisfied on all s-nodes.
Definition 5.9. (Abstract authorization template) Assume that Pi is
an authorization set. We say that π A is an abstract authorization template if
the following condition holds.
π A = (c, a, u) such that ∃ s ∈ S ∧ ∃ o : Θi (o) = c and (s, o, a, u) ∈ P
Set of all abstract authorization templates in the distributed system S is denoted ΠA .

Definition 5.10. (Specific authorization template) Assume that Pi is
an authorization set. We say that π S is a specific authorization template if the
following condition holds.
π S = (o, a, u) such that ∃ s ∈ S : (s, o, a, u) ∈ Pi
Set of all specific authorization templates for s-node Si is denoted ΠSi .



Authorizations are applied when the appropriate objects are accessed. We
define use of authorization to formalize this action.
Definition 5.11. (Authorization application) We define a function Λ
that expresses application of an authorization. There are the same rules for
authorizations, as well as for both types of authorization templates. Domains
of the function are therefore Pi , ΠA and ΠiS .
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1. Λ : P 7→ P ,
p = (s, o, a, u) ∈ P ∧ u > 0 then Λ(s, o, a, u) = (s, o, a, u − 1)
2. Λ : ΠA 7→ ΠA
π A = (c, a, u) ∈ ΠA ∧ u > 0 then Λ(c, a, u) = (c, a, u − 1)
3. Λ : ΠS 7→ ΠS
π S = (o, a, u) ∈ ΠS ∧ u > 0 then Λ(o, a, u) = (o, a, u − 1)



We define initial authorizations to allow definition of conditions that subjects
initializing tasks on the particular s-node have to satisfy.
Definition 5.12. (Initial authorizations) Let us assume that Pi is a set of
authorizations and ΠA is the set of respective abstract authorization templates.
Then let PIt be the set of initial authorizations (for the task step t).
PIt ⊆ ΠA
is the set of initial authorizations.



We should notice at least two facts. There is no constrain for sets of
objects. It means that we may want a subject working on one s-node to
have authorizations for objects on another s-node. The second fact is that
there has to be at least one subject (in the system) that satisfies the initial
authorizations. This condition is necessary for execution of the associated task.
All subjects that posses the initial authorizations are called initiators.
Definition 5.13. (Initiators) Let ΠA be the set of authorization templates,
Si be the set of subjects on s-node Si and PIt be the set of initial authorizations
chosen over ΠA and S0t,i ⊆ Si . We define function Φi :
Φi (Si , PIt ) 7→ S0t,i
that returns a set of subjects S0t,i on s-node Si those privileges form superset
to PIt . The set S0t,i is then called initiators for PIt (on s-node Si ).

The Φi function allows to combine Active authorization model with other
access control models (DAC, MAC or RBAC) that are used for access control
on particular s-nodes. We do not say how is the function implemented. We do
not say what model is used for that purpose. It may be a function that finds all
users that are specified in a given UNIX group or a function cooperating with
RBAC model that uses much more sophisticated approaches for the purpose.
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Definition 5.14. (Executor) Assume that task step t has got on s-node Si
set of initiators S0t,i . The subject s ∈ S0t,i is called executor of the task t if it
initiates the task step. We denote it as ste .

Each task step that is invoked has its executor - the subject that processed the task step. Because we are working not directly with tasks, but with
authorization information, we use authorization unit to express the notion.
The authorization unit represents elementary set of access rights that may be
granted to executor. It associates a set of initiators with sets of authorizations. Furthermore, it contains all information that is needed for successful
processing and for finding successors of the unit.
Definition 5.15. (Authorization unit) We have the set of abstract authorization templates ΠA . Let PIt be the proper set of initial authorizations and
PEt ⊆ ΠA be the set of enabled authorizations. Set ⊆ S0t is the set of executors
of the authorization unit:
Set = {ste | ∃i, ste ∈ Si ∧ste ∈ Φi (Si , PIt )}
Each task may be repeated several times, so we define number of initializations
of the associated authorization unit n ∈ N. The authorization unit ωi is then
defined as a 4-tuple:
ωi = (PIt , PEt , n, Set )
The most important are the first three elements3 of ωi .



You see that authorization unit of a task consists from two sets of privileges
that are derived from needs of the associated task (privileges needed for the
task initiation and privileges enabled by that ωi ).
The original model contains definition of relations between authorization
units. There are two possible ways to describe relations between tasks. It
may be expressed in the authorization system and we may use a formalism
for process description. Following chapters demonstrate former one by CCS,
used as an apparatus for process description and its enriching with security
properties. The following definition shows, how to define task relations in
authorization model.
Definition 5.16. (Relations of authorization units) Let I, I0 be two sets
of time intervals in the distributed system S and I ⊂ I0 is a set of time intervals
3

We shall write authorization units as triples ωi = (PIt , PEt , n) when not interested in
issues of logging.
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used by the workflow (represented by flow unit). Now choose any i1 , i2 ∈ I0 .
Further assume that ω1 and ω2 are authorization units of the workflow executed
during time intervals i1 = (m1s , me1 ) and i2 = (ms2 , me2 ) respectively.
We define the following relations between authorization units ω1i1 and ω2i2 :
def

1. ω1i1 < ω2i2 ⇐⇒ (i1 , i2 ∈ I ∧ me1 < ms2 )
def

/ I ∧ i2 ∈ I ⇒ i1 ∈
/ I)
2. ω1i1 # ω2i2 ⇐⇒ (i1 ∈ I ⇒ i2 ∈
def

3. ω1i1 & ω2i2 ⇐⇒ (i1 , i2 ∈ I ⇒ ms1 ∈ i2 ∨ ms2 ∈ i1 )

Initialization of an authorization unit (and execution of associated task
step) decrements number of available instances of that authorization unit.
When this number reaches zero, the authorization unit becomes invalid and
can not be initialized any more inside the given workflow instance.
Definition 5.17. (Execution of authorization unit) Assume that there
is given the authorization unit ωi = (PIt , PEt , n, Set ) and Ω is the set of all
authorization units in the distributed system S. ωi changes its state with each
initialization. We denote k-th state of the authorization unit ωi as ωi,k . The
definition of unit’s state is as follows:
t
t
= ∅.
), where Se,0
1. The initial state (k = 0) is ωi,0 = (PIt , PEt , n0 , Se,0
t
), where
2. The k-th state (k > 0) is defined as ωi,k = (PIt , PEt , nk , Se,k
t,i
t
t
t
t
Se,k = Se,k−1 ∪ se : se ∈ S0 (set of initiators on the actual s-node Si )
and nk ≥ 0 ∧ nk = nk−1 − 1.
t
)
3. The final state (k = n0 ) is ωi,n = (PIt , PEt , 0, Se,n

We define function ∆ that represents execution of the authorization unit:
∆ : Ω 7→ Ω and ∆(ωi,k ) = ωi,k+1
according to the stated rules, for all ωi,k ∈ Ω ∧ k < n0 .



Assuming execution of any authorization unit we are not interested in application of particular enabled privileges. This application is done according
l
after l-th application
to Def 5.11. We shall denote authorization unit as ωi,k
of enabled privileges.
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Definition 5.18. (Validity of authorization unit) Assume, we have the
t
, nk ). One says that
authorization unit ωi in the k-th state ωi,k = (PIt , PEt , Se,k
ωi is invalid if and only if nk = 0. Otherwise (n > 0), the authorization unit is
valid.

This is the skeleton of Active authorization model. The remaining definitions are stated to complete the construction of the model to the most abstract
notions.
The following notion is the last one for us to be able to define protection
data. It is a set that stores all applications of authorizations. This set may be
archived for occasional control or security audit in the future.
Definition 5.19. (Authorization usage log) Authorization usage log is a
set U = {(p, id(ωi ), m)} that elements are triples consisting of applied authorizations from the relevant authorization set P (p ∈ P ), identification of the
authorization unit id(ωi ) and moment (from the set of time marks M ) of the

event (access to a resource) m ∈ M .
At last, we get to the definition of data structure that is able to store all information needed for authorization control during the execution of a workflow.
There are information specifying sets of enabled privileges, information needed
for synchronization of workflows and of course for auditing mechanisms.
Definition 5.20. (Protection data) Protection data is a 4-tuple:
Ψi,k = ({ωi |ωi ∈ ΩS }, id(ωi ), Σ, C)
where ΩS is a set of authorization units. id(ωi ) is identification of the last
processed authorization unit in this Ψi,k . The last two elements of the 4-tuple
are an authorization usage log (U) and classification of the Ψi,k (C).
Through the last definition of protection data, we have returned to the
beginning of this chapter, where task template has been defined (Def 5.3).
It has been a description of Active authorization model that we are going
to incorporate into Calculus of communicating systems that is able to describe
processes (computational tasks) and their dependencies. The reason we do it
is to show possibility to use the security model in apparatus that is able to
describe processes and their communication - functional description of tasks.
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Incorporating Security into CCS
Previous chapter introduced Active authorization model and an overview of
CCS was also already given (Chapter 3). In the moment, we have got ideas
about security in distributed systems and we have got formalism that has been
created for description of communicating processes. What we are going to do is
to combine those two into one system. We thus enrich formalism for processes
with security considerations.
We are going to use the same notation as introduced in section 3.1. To
define new properties for particular elements we shall use indexes distinguishing
them from already defined symbols.
This chapter has several purposes. Firstly, it introduces basic approach for
incorporating AAM into CCS. It also shows that some minor refinement of
AAM need to be done. The second section of this chapter defines properties of
secure systems. Those properties are divided according to two basic security
controls access control and flow control. We are going to use this division to
split security rules and properties between agents and transitions in CCS.

6.1

Refinement of AAM Principles

This section addresses three basic problems. The first problem is about distinguishing access and flow control. It is necessary for any other continuation of
authorization system specification. The second problem is correct definition of
classification/categorization. And the last issue is about changes in abstraction
of CCS model used to define processes in distributed system.
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Access Control and Flow Control

Authorization system specification, up to this moment, takes into account just
access control. Also specification of Active authorization model in (Chapter 5)
works only with access control - it is able to describe authorizations for particular accesses to resources, but it has no instruments for the control of data
flow. But we have to consider both sides of the coin when solving problem
of security control. The first side is about access control (discretionary access
control) and the second is about flow control (mandatory access control). The
notions in parenthesis are not exact because access control is determined by
the authorization system and there is no way for users to make any decisions
about it.
We have already talked about access control and have shown that it is
bounded with agent constants and expressions that represent states of processes. The flow control is expressed as requirements of actions that represent communication between agents. Actions in the process calculus represent
exchange of data, synchronization, all data flows that exist in the modeled
system. You see, it is natural instrument to model and constrain data flow to
define flow control.
To restrict data flow in extensive systems, we have to use general rules.
Those rules are based on security differences between states of processes. Communication is assigned a value according to the place where it goes from and we
say what security properties of the destination have to be. There are already
defined security properties of states - authorization units. Authorization units
contain initial authorizations and enabled authorizations. Which one should
be used for the control of data flow? Initial authorizations are used do determine users that may start execution of the associated task, nothing more. On
the other side, enabled authorizations say what the task is allowed to do. And
we have got what we need, the latter is the information to be used for the flow
control.
What we have to answer is the following question: Would it be useful
to apportion enabled authorizations into two sets, one to access the s-node
resources, and one for flow control, access to information received from other
(communicating) processes? It is certain that communication between states
need to be assigned security information and we should be able to say whether
the consecutive task is authorized to process the received data.
We assume that it is very useful. In fact, it is necessary for covering security in systems based on communication. We therefore have to enrich Active
authorization model that has been proposed without distinction between access and flow control. What we shall receive is a very powerful tool. E.g. by
assigning definitions of tasks with classification for flow control, we are able to
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choose among several definitions of tasks in the run-time according to the data
that have been generated during previous steps of workflows. It is dynamic
change of workflow according to the previous execution’s results!
We have discovered by analysis that only definition of authorization unit
contains enabled privileges (see Def 5.15, page 53) and it is the only one definition that has to be changed.
Definition 6.1. (Authorization unit revisited) We have a set of abstract
authorization templates ΠA . Let PIt be the proper set of initial authorizations
and PEt = (PEA,t , PEF,t ) ⊆ ΠA × ΠA be enabled authorizations consisting of the
set of access control (P A,t ) and the set of flow control (P F,t ) authorizations.
Further, let Set ⊆ S0t be a set of executors of the authorization unit:
Set = {ste | ∃i, ste ∈ Si ∧set ∈ Φi (Si , PIt )}
Each task may be repeated several times, so we define number of initializations
of the associated authorization unit n ∈ N. The authorization unit ωi is then
defined as a 4-tuple:
ωi = (PIt , PEt , n, Set )
The most important are the first three elements of ωi .



In this place, we forego definition of the notion e-complete processes that
denotes atomic processes and use the term in the following statement. Atomic
processes are the most primitive from the security point of view.
Definition 6.2. (E-complete authorizations) Each e-complete process is
assigned authorization information representing enabled authorizations. That
information consists from an authorization that allows access to an s-node
resource and an authorization that allows entry of data from other states.
PpAi , pFi
where authorizations are elements of enabled authorizations of appropriate
F,t
A,t
F

authorization unit pA
i ∈ PE and pi ∈ PE .

6.1.2

Categorization of System Elements

There is still one problem we have not solved in previous definitions, yet. It
is about security categorization (or classification) the transferred data and
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subjects shall be assigned. Each process that creates new data, applies all
the data it receives (through communication as well as through direct access
to s-node resources). Categorization of the output must respect properties of
all input data. We have to go even further and to say that categorization
of all data that are changed, created or stored on an s-node should look at
categorization of all input data. This shall lead us to another security property
of authorization system that has to be satisfied in case of data flow control.
We have used the word respect input data. Before we try to formalize this
’word’ we have to define categorization. The following definition introduces
exact specification of categorization (classification). The basic idea comes from
BLP model [16] and lattice model for flow control [31, 32, 33].
Definition 6.3. (Classification) Each object has got assigned security classification that is defined on the set of data categories DC and on the set of
security classes SC, C = SC × DC. Classification is a couple ci = (sci , dci ).
Each security class is an element of ordered set SC = {sc1 , . . . , sck } according to operation ≤ (sc1 ≤ sc2 ≤ · · · ≤ sck ).
Each category dci ⊆ DC and categories constitute a partially ordered set
of sets with minimal element ∅, maximum element DC and operation ⊆.
Classifications constitute a lattice with minimum element (sc1 , ∅) and maximum element (sck , DC). Elements are partially ordered:
(sc1 , dc1 ) ≤ (sc2 , dc2 ) ⇔ (sc1 ≤ sc2 )∧(dc1 ⊆ dc2 )
The lowest upper bound M is defined as
(sc1 , dc1 ) M (sc2 , dc2 ) = (max(sc1 , sc2 ), dc1 ∪dc2 )
and greatest lower bound O as
(sc1 , dc1 ) O (sc2 , dc2 ) = (min(sc1 , sc2 ), dc1 ∩dc2 )
Each element ci of security classification is called a classification class. 
Definition 6.4. (Categorization) Assume, we have a classification C defined on the set of data categories DC and on the set of security classes SC.
Assume that SC = {sc1 }. In other words, all data has got the same security
class. We then call C a categorization. Each element of a given categorization

is called categorization class.
When respecting security properties of input data, the classification of output data c is join of classification classes of all input data c1 , . . . , cn . It is
defined as c = c1 M · · · M cn .
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Before we are ready to start with definition of properties of secure systems,
a few preliminary definitions have to be stated. The first one is about secure
actions.
Definition 6.5. (Secure action) Action in process calculus (α, β, . . .) is
denoted as follows:
β

α

→ P → P0
To specify a secure action, we have to assign it a classification class:
βcβ

αc

α
Pc0P0
−→ PcP −→

Secure action α is assigned a classification class cα computed as lowest
upper bound of classification class cP of resources that P is allowed to access
and classification class cβ of action β.
cα = cP M cβ

Definition 6.6. (Classification function) We define classification function Θ that assigns each resource a classification ci ∈ C, where C is a data
classification.
Θ:O→C
The classification class assigned to a resource can not be changed.



Definition 6.7. (State classification) There is a function Γ that assigns
a classification class to each state. Let’s say that P is the set of all states,
C = {c1 , c2 , . . .} is the classification ((sc1 , ∅) is the minimum element of C), pi
enabled authorizations and ωj are authorization units.
pi = ((oi,A , ai,A , ui,A ), (ci,F , ai,F , uiF ))
ωj = (PIt , ({(oi, A , ai,A , ui, A )}i∈I , {(cj, F , aj,F , uj, F )}i∈J ), Set , n)
Γ : P → C is defined as:

Γ(Ppi ) = Θ(oi,A ) M ci,F
Γ(Pωj ) = 4i∈I Θ(oi,A ) 4i∈J cj,F M (sc1 , ∅)
Γ(PPI ) = (sc1 , ∅)
Γ(Pσi ∪σj ) = Γ(P1,σi ) M Γ(P2,σj )
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6.1.3

Abstraction and Specialization of Authorizations

First problem we have to solve is total independence of process calculus on
abstraction used to model a system. This abstraction is not so clear in Active
authorization model. AAM works with basic entities - authorization units ωi ,
that are defined as ωi = (PIt , PEt , n, Set ) (see Def 5.15). This is the basic authorization element. It specifies requirements to initiate execution of a task step t
(initial authorizations PIt ) and set of privileges the executor receives (enabled
authorizations PEt ). Processing of an authorization unit may be viewed as application of single authorizations from PEt or as execution of the authorization
unit as a whole (n is decreased). Subjects can see just execution of a task
step. The authorization model needs to make difference among three basic
abstraction levels for process modeling.
1. E-complete - Atomic processes on s-node level. Processes are complete to
perform some atomic action defined by system (e.g. operation system)
that is installed on a particular s-node. (An example may be to read a
given file or to write a record in a database.)
2. A-complete - Atomic processes on the authorization system level. They
are complete to be granted basic set of authorizations (expressed in an
authorization unit by enabled authorizations) and to perform an atomic
action defined in the context of the distributed system. (We may state examples like changing balance of an account or filing an insurance claim.)
3. W-complete - Composite tasks (workflows) that may be initiated by
users. Those tasks represent the layer of a distributed system that is
managed by users (users may decide whether initiate a workflow). With
a-complete processes, users may decide when, but necessity to run a
process is stated by the system.
Processes (or states in the process calculus) on the finest resolution, acomplete processes, change authorization unit ωi by removing elements from
t
the set of enabled authorizations of the authorization unit. Assume that PE,i
=
0
t
0
{p1 , . . . , pj , . . . , pk }. PE,i+1 = {p1 , . . . , pj , . . . , pn }, where pj = Λ(pj ).
t
t
, PE,i+1
are enabled authorizations from consecutive states of an authoPE,i
rization unit and pj is the authorization applied in the former state. We are
not interested in initial authorizations on this level of abstraction.
The second level of abstraction works with execution of authorization units
(see Def 5.17). This level works with PEt as with a primitive entity. The set of
initial authorizations is used here, but no users are allowed to initiate the task
on this level of abstraction by themselves. Authorization units are parts of
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task steps of a workflow and the distributed system determines whether (and
sometimes when) to execute them and searches for appropriate subjects when
needed.
The highest level of abstraction is represented by tasks that may be initiated by users. To initiate a task, we need to define conditions for it - initial
authorizations. Those authorizations are defined accordingly to the needs of
application environment. The initial authorizations defined for particular steps
tj of the workflow are independent on the initial authorization of the workflow.
We do not need to assume sets of enabled authorizations on this abstraction
level. The same may hold for the number of possible initializations n.
To demonstrate previous paragraphs, assume the following example described by the means of enriched process calculus. We have got defined a
workflow Pωp . This is the highest level of abstraction. Looking into the workflow, we may see more detailed states of the process P .
def

α2,c

α1,c

Pωp = P1,ω1 −→1 P2,ω2 −→2 · · ·
Each authorization unit ωi enables other set of authorizations and defines,
through its initial authorizations, other set of subjects able to run the associated task step.
The most detailed level of abstraction may be expressed as:
def

αi

1 ,c

1

αi

2 ,c

2

Pi,ωi = Pi1 ,ωi1 −→i Pi2 ,ωi2 −→i · · ·
This time, only one authorization unit (ωi ) is used and each processing state
Pik ,ωik is characterized by one state (ωik ) of the authorization unit ωi . Positions
in the same unit’s state (Def 5.17) differ only in the set of enabled authorizations PEt that decreases.
We have specified three different levels of abstraction needed for the authorization model. The basic question is whether it is possible to define some
general rules for moving through levels of abstraction of the model.
To define simple rules for secure communication between states, we have
to state properties that are important for different levels of abstraction.
1. E-complete processes shall be assigned authorizations needed for their
execution. It means that processes need not be denoted by authorization
units, but only with specific authorization templates (enabled privileges).
2. A-complete processes shall be assigned with authorization units as defined in Def 5.15. Each authorization unit must satisfy condition saying
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that the set of enabled authorizations PEt is equal to the summation of
all authorization templates assigned to underlying e-complete processes.
3. W-complete processes shall be assigned only authorizations needed for
their initialization.
There is no general rule that would specify which processes shall
be assigned authorization unit or initial authorizations. It depends
entirely on the designer of the model.

We should state some general definition, saying how to transform security
information when moving to more or less detailed model. There are defined
six transition rules in CCS (see Page 22): Prefix, Summation, Composition,
Restriction, Relabelling and Constant. We can see that states may be in
sequence (there are actions between pairs of them), there may be choice 1 of n
(see Summation) and states may represent parallel processes (Composition).
It means that we have to define three different types of abstracting agents
into agent expressions or Constants. But beforehand, we define operations for
enabled privileges.
Definition 6.8. (Authorization operators) Assume that there are sets of
authorizations P1 = {p1,i | i ∈ I ∧ p1,i = (c1,i , a1,i , n1,i )} and P2 = {p2,j | j ∈
J ∧ p2,j = (c2,j , a2,j , n2,j )}1 . We define operators ⊕ and ⊗ over ΠA × ΠA → ΠA :

 I − J ⇒ pi = (c1,i , a1,i , n1,i )
J − I ⇒ pi = (c2,i , a2,i , n2,i )
1. P1 ⊕ P2 = {pi | i ∈
}

I ∩ J ⇒ pi = (c1,i , a1,i , n1,i + n2,i )

 I − J ⇒ pi = (c1,i , a1,i , n1,i )
J − I ⇒ pi = (c2,i , a2,i , n2,i )
}
2. P1 ⊗ P2 = {pi | i ∈

I ∩ J ⇒ pi = (c1,i , a1,i , max(n1,i , n2,i ))

To shorten notation
of ⊕ and ⊗ with many authorizations, we shall write
L
N

i∈I Pi , resp.
i∈I Pi for ⊕, resp. ⊗ of all Pi , where i ∈ I.

We have defined three basic types of processes. It means three forms of
authorization information. When not knowing which abstraction is used we
obtain fourth type of process and form of authorizations. That does not specify
enabled authorizations, neither authorization units nor initial authorizations,
but has to preserve those information from underlying states.
1

It is possible that authorizations are defined as specific templates. We shall use function
Θi defined on the appropriate s-node to obtain abstract authorization templates as needed,
in this case.
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To make it easier, we start with enabled authorizations allowing only access
control. The basic principle used for access control is that access authorizations
are bound with states where defined and it is not possible to move it to joined
states established from several less abstract states. This is the reason we
have to use counted privileges PE+ and PI+ to retain information for correct
construction of authorization units.
for e-complete process
ai = (pe,i , ∅, ∅, pe,i , ∅)
+
+
ai = (∅, ω, ∅, PE , PI )
for a-complete process
ai = (∅, ∅, PI,i , PE+ , PI+ ) for w-complete process
ai = (∅, ∅, ∅, PE+ , PI+ )
for all other processes
The flow control brings into account another principle. We have to accumulate privileges for flow control to ensure feasibility of tasks2 . This time, enabled
authorizations are composed from two elements - privileges for access and flow
control. We receive slightly different four formats of security information.
Definition 6.9. (Authorization information) Each state is assigned the
authorization information ai determining access and flow control. This information may be in one of four forms.
A
F
F
1. For e-complete processes ai = ((pA
e,i , PE,i ), ∅, ∅, (pe,i , PE,i ), ∅).
F+
2. For a-complete processes ai = ((∅, PE,i
), ω, ∅, PE+ , PI+ ).
F+
), ∅, PI,i , PE+ , PI+ ).
3. For w-complete processes ai = ((∅, PE,i
F+
4. For all other processes ai = ((∅, PE,i
), ∅, ∅, PE+ , PI+ ).

The set of all authorization information shall be denoted as AI .



Joining of several states into one general notion and it also allows joining
of parallel processes. Such processes are independent and their authorization
information shall stay independent, too. It means that each state is assigned
a set of authorization information. That fact is preserved in the following
definition.
Definition 6.10. (Authorization abstraction - M operator) Assume that
there are agent expressions E1,a1 , E2,a2 and a1 = {a1,1 , a1,2 , . . . a1,m }, a2 =
+
are sets of
{a2,1 , a2,2 , . . . a2,n } are sets of authorization information. PE+ , PE,
+
+
counted enabled authorizations and PI , PI, are sets of counted initial authorizations. All counted authorizations are initialized to empty sets. Aa0 is an
agent constant with a0 = a1 M a2 . The operator M: AI × AI → AI is defined
as follows:
2

This principle allows to model flow control in processes on any abstraction level.
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L
α
+
)⊕
1. Aa0 = E1,a1 → E2,a2 implies a0 with PE+ = i∈{1,..,m} (PE,1,i ⊕ PE,1,i
L
L
L
+
+
+
+
j∈{1,..,n} (PE,2,j ⊕ PE,2,j ) and PI =
i∈{1,..,m} PI,1,i ⊕
j∈{1,..,n} PI,2,j .
We may interpret it as synchronization of parallel processes and their
merging into one resulting process.
(a) a0 = {(∅, ω, ∅, PE+ , PI )} if defined ω = (PI , PE+ , n) such that
PI+ ⊆ PI for A.

(b) a0 = (∅, ∅, PI,0 , PE+ , PI+ ) if defined only initial authorizations PI,0
for A.
(c) a0 = (∅, ∅, ∅, PE+ , PI+ ) otherwise.
2. Aa0 = E1,a1 | E2,a2 implies a0 as follows3 :
a0 = {a1,1 , . . . , a1,m , a2,1 , . . . , a2,n }.

N
+
)⊗
3. Aa0 = E1,a1 + E2,a2 implies a0 where PE+ = i∈{1,..,m} (PE,1,i ⊗ PE,1,i
N
N
N
+
+
+
+
j∈{1,..,n} PI,2,j )
j∈{1,..,n} (PE,2,j ⊗ PE,2,j ) and PI =
i∈{1,..,m} PI,1,i ⊗

(a) a0 = (∅, ω, ∅, PE+ , PI ) if defined ω = (PI , PE+ , n) such that
PI+ ⊆ PI for A.

(b) a0 = (∅, ∅, PI,0 , PE+ , PI+ ) if defined only the set of initial authorizations PI,0 for A.
(c) a0 = (∅, ∅, ∅, PE+ , PI+ ) otherwise.
Authorization transformation from agent expressions into agent constant shall
be called authorization abstraction and counter-transformation shall be called

authorization specialization.

6.2

Definition Of Secure System

In this section, properties whose compliance ensures the security of a given
system are stated. We also have to formalize them to be used as basis for
proving security of the proposed authorization system.
Security properties are divided into two sections, access control and flow
control. There may be systems those tasks do not allow communication or
communication is not important feature. Such systems define categorization
of data, but all users are allowed (generally) to access all data sent among task
steps of workflows and tasks are used only to define their job. In that case
3

Concurrent systems may be naturally expressed as (restricted) compositions. It means
that there should remain separation of security information for all parallel processes.
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only access control is what we are interested in. On the other side, flow control
makes the system generally secure and should enable definition of rules that
correspond with principles of mandatory access control.
We state properties necessary for systems to be called secure. They are
divided into two groups, related to access control and flow control.

6.2.1

Access Control of Secure System

We have already several times mentioned that authorization unit is the basic
information to define security properties of tasks. This is confirmed in the
following items that use the notion to define properties of secure system.
1. Each workflow definition defines maximum number of initializations for
all authorization units it contains.
2. Authorization unit defines, through enabled authorizations, set of authorizations that may be granted to a subject (a task or a user).
3. A subject may be granted just the minimum set of privileges necessary
to execute the authorization unit. This set is specified by enabled authorizations.
4. A subject is granted authorizations defined in an authorization unit only
for the time he executes it. The necessary condition for the execution is
satisfaction of initial authorizations defined in the executed authorization
unit.
5. A subject may execute only one task at a time.
6. Application of any authorization from enabled authorizations causes decreasing of available initializations of given authorization unit4 .
As you can see, properties of access control correspond with properties of
Active authorization system. Property (1) is implied by Def 6.1 as well as
Property (2). Property (3) is expressed in definition of 4 operator (Def 6.10).
Property (6) is enforced by definition of authorization application - Def 5.11
and Def 5.18 (validity of authorization unit). Requirements (4) and (5) are
directed towards properties of Workflow engine.
4

It holds even for fail of the unit execution. I understand that there may be different
opinions on this question. I can imagine rules that define number of possible initialization
with fail, but for simplicity we use this rule.
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6.2.2

Flow Control of Secure System

To define flow control we need classification (Def 6.3) and its elements, classification classes, or categorization (Def 6.4).
1. Each data in the system is assigned a classification class. This class is
defined as static or dynamic according to type of the given resource. The
static class does not change during the data existence. The dynamic class
is affected by flow control (by classes of all input data).
2. There is defined a flow relation on pairs of classification classes. Given
two classes c1 and c2 , the relation c1 → c2 is valid if, and only if, information in c1 is allowed to flow into c2 (c1 ≤ c2 , according to Def 6.3).
3. There is defined operation M for classification class combination that
defines classification class resulting from interference of two classification
classes: c1 M c2 = c3 .
4. There does not exist a sequence of operations that violates the flow relation. If a value f (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) flows into an object with class b, then
the relation a1 M a2 M . . . M an → b must be satisfied.
Item (1) specifies property of Workflow engine and is necessary for all other flow
control properties. Item (2) states when a data flow is correct. Next property
shall be used for classification of output ports (output data) and item (4) puts
new requirement on subsequent task steps.
Access control is stated by AAM. When showing security of a new task, all
we need to do is to show compliance with properties of flow control.
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Secure CCS
This chapter finishes explanation that began by defining Architecture of the
Authorization System (Chapter 4). Proposition of authorization system is
incorporated into process calculus that allows formalization of communication
processes and their simulation.
We shall begin this chapter by introducing foundations of the calculus - action, state, port, . . . that are changed the way that enables definition of relevant
authorization information. The resulting instrument is suitable for modeling
security properties of distributed systems.
The skeleton of this chapter is grounded on specification of process calculus
[45] that is extended as necessary. Except definition of secure model, we have a
secondary target - make as few changes of original process calculus as possible.
It results in similarity with the original specification, but the result is secure.
Previous chapter has divided authorization system into access control and
flow control. Access control is able to decide access requests to static resources
according to tasks’ definitions. We have said that privileges can not be joined,
they are closely connected with atomic tasks. It means that access control
is provided by s-nodes and requirements for secure system are ensured by
definition and usage of secure states. On the other side, flow control secures
movement of dynamic resources that rise and die within tasks’ processing. CCS
is about communication and that is why we are going to talk just about flow
control in this chapter.
We assume that all notions defined in Chapter 3 are known.
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7.1

Action and State

We have discussed some basic properties that have to be satisfied for modeling
of access and flow control. Let us start with actions that represent communication1 between processes. Assume, we have an infinite set A of names and
we use a, b, c, . . . ∈ A as names. Those names are used for communication
between agents.
Definition 7.1. (Names) Assume, there is a set of names A and data classification C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } defined on DC and SC (see Def 6.3 on page 60).
Each element a ∈ A is assigned a classification ci ∈ C. We denote a name as
aci .

Definition 7.2. (Co-names) Assume, there is a set of names A. We denote
by Ā the set of co-names. We say that āci ∈ Ā is complement of aci ∈ A. The
classification class ci of ā is the same as the classification class of a.

Definition 7.3. (Labels) Labels is union of sets of names and co-names.
L = A ∪ A.

States in the system are represented as agents (agent constants, agent expressions, . . . ). We have said that each state possesses its security information.
The type of information depends on the abstraction the state represents (ecomplete, a-complete or w-complete process). Each state possesses generally
a set of tuples of static security information (they are used for access conA
F
trol). Each tuple may contain enabled authorizations PEt = (PE,t
, PE,t
) where
A,t
A
PE = {pe,t } ∨ ∅ and either authorization unit ωt or a set of initial authorizations PIt . The allowed forms of authorization information are:
F
A
F
ai = ((pA
e,i , PE,i ), ∅, ∅, (pe,i , PE,i ), ∅) for e-complete process
F+
ai = ((∅, PE,i
), ω, ∅, PE+ , PI+ )
for a-complete process
F+
+
+
i
ai = ((∅, PE,i ), ∅, PI , PE , PI )
for w-complete process
F+
for all other processes
), ∅, ∅, PE+ , PI+ )
ai = ((∅, PE,i
To shorten notation of that information, we denote agents with σt that
represents all authorization information assigned to the state. We may write
a transition as:
`

c
Pσi →
Qσj

1

We should talk about synchronization because we are going to work with basic calculus
that does not offer value passing. We have got two reasons for that. Basic calculus is simpler
for development of theory and CCS offers simple way for reducing full calculus into the basic
one.
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Pσi and Qσj are agents, `c ∈ L is a label.
We still need to introduce one last action. It is action that arises each time
when bci and bci (complementary actions) are invoked simultaneously. This
action is internal for a composite agent, i.e. the same action arises from any
pair of complementary actions.
Definition 7.4. (Perfect actions) The action that denotes simultaneous
invocation of any complementary actions ac , ac is called perfect or completed
action and is denoted τc . This action has got assigned the same classification
as actions it represents - c.

τ∗ denotes set of all perfect actions.
All perfect actions have the same visible effects - none. We need to preserve classification of the original actions and that is the only difference among
perfect actions.
With τ∗ actions, we may define set of all actions Act = L ∪ τ∗ .
Perfect actions play very important role because they allow us to ignore
all internal (perfect) actions of composite systems. This is enabled by the fact
that τ∗ actions do not represent any potential communication and they are
therefore not directly observable. But because each τc represents two actions
it is reasonable to apply restriction on the composite system. It should not use
the hidden actions.
Definition 7.5. (Port) Each state has ports denoted by names from L. The
ports denoted by any aci ∈ A are able to receive (input ports), ports denoted
by aci ∈ A are able to transmit (output ports).
To define an action aci from agent Pσi to Qσj , there must be defined ports aci

and aci in Pσi and Qσj , respectively.
Talking about ports, they have to satisfy security properties defined for
secure system. It is especially item 2 and item 4 of flow control.
Definition 7.6. (Secure port) Secure port is a port that satisfies conditions
for secure system.
1. Input port - classification class of the input port aci ∈ A is the same as
of the corresponding output port acj ∈ A.
ci = cj
2. Output port - classification class of each output port ai,ci ∈ A for the
given state Pσ is equal or greater than combination of all input ports
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aj,cj ∈ A, ∀j ∈ J of the state Pσ and classification of all static resources
accessed in Pσ .
∀j ∈ J : Γ(Pσ ) ≤ cj
Input ports in the definition are an abstraction that also represents places to
receive all data flows from local resources (access control).2

Lemma 7.1. Secure port preserves security of distributed system.
Proof. We use Def 7.5 declaring that action and input and output ports it
connects, are all assigned with the same classification class. We are talking
about data flow, so we have to prove fulfillment of property 2 for input ports
and property 4 for output ports (page 68).
1. A transition represents a data flow, so flow relation → must hold. Asac
sume, we have a transition Pσp →a Qσq that connects ports aca and aca .
It implies flow relation ca → ca . Because ca ≤ ca by Def 6.3, the flow
relation is valid and property is satisfied.
2. A state represents operations and therefore inference of classification
classes that are represented by classification classes of all input ports
ai∈I of the given state. The relation is
4i∈I ci → cj ⇔ c0j → cj
According to Def 7.6 (2), c0j ≤ cj . It means that by Def 6.3, the flow
relation is valid and property is satisfied.

Definition 7.7. (Secure state) The state that contains only secure ports
and that satisfies all relevant requirements of access control for secure system
is called secure state.

Remember definition of state classification (Def 6.7). Now, when ports have
been introduced, we could redefine classification of state using its ports (flow
control) and inner properties (access control). The resulting classification of
the state would be combination of input ports’ classification classes (it covers
also classification of resources, the state is allowed to access).
2

The inequality for output ports is very important for inheritance of processes defined in
Chapter 8. It would not be possible if just equality were used.
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Definition 7.8. (State classification in CCS) There is a function Γ that
assigns a classification class to each state. Let’s say that P is the set of all
states, C = {c1 , c2 , . . .} is the classification (let (sc1 , ∅) be the minimum element of C) and Pσ is a secure state and {a1,c1 , . . . , an,cn } is the set of all input
ports in Pσ . Γ : P → C is defined as:
Γ(Pσ ) = 4i=1..n ci M (sc1 , ∅)
In case of no input ports in Pσ (n = 0), then holds Γ(Pσ ) = (sc1 , ∅).

7.2



The Basic Language

We are going to use the syntax defined in the previous section plus αci , βcj , . . . ∈
Act, `ci , `c0 j ∈ L, K, L ⊂ L. A relabelling function f : L → L, such that
f (`ci ) = f (`ci ) and f (τci ) = τci .
We also introduce a set X of agent variables (Xσx , Yσy , . . . ∈ X ) and K
of agent constants (Aσa , Bσb , . . . ∈ K)3 . At last, there is the set E of agent
expressions. Let Eσe , Fσf , . . . range over E. E is the smallest set containing X
and K and the following expressions, assuming E, Ei ∈ E.
1. Fσf = αcα .Eσe , a Prefix (α ∈ Act), cα M σe ≤ σf
2. Fσf = Σi∈I Ei,σi , a Summation (I an indexing set), 4i∈I σi ≤ σf
3. Fσf = E1,σ1 |E2,σ2 , a Composition, σ1 M σ2 ≤ σf
4. Fσf = Eσe \L, a Restriction(L ⊆ L), σf = σe
5. Fσf = Eσe [f ], a Relabelling(f a relabelling function), σf = σe
Inequality in expressions (1)-(3) is introduced again to allow secure inheritance
of processes.
The expression (2) is written more
Pgenerally because of possible future need
for infinite sum or empty sum (0 = i∈∅ Ei ).
We also define agents. Agents are agent expressions without variables4 .
We denote them P and we shall let Pσp , Qσq , . . . range over agents.
3

We are not going to fully use distinction between agent constants and variables. The
main reason of this separation is introduction of recursion.
4
When we move to the value-passing calculus, the definition shall be changed from no
variables to no free variables.
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To decrease number of parenthesis, we adopt the convention that the combinators have decreasing binding power in the following order: Restriction and
Relabelling (tightest), Prefix, Composition, Summation - it is the same as in
the original CCS.

We shall use the general notion of a labelled transition system
t

(S, T, {→: t ∈ T })
which consists of a set S of states, a set T of transition labels, and a secure
t
transition relation →⊆ S × S for each t ∈ T .
For our purposes, we take S to be E and T to be Act. We wish to define
secure transitions of each composite agent in terms of the transitions of its
component agent(s). Remember transition rules defined on Page 22. What we
need to do is set conditions to ensure security of a labelled transition system.
It is impossible to preserve certain vagueness of CCS in the sense of abstraction. We therefore define secure transition rules with the following conditions.
Agents Pσp , Pσ0 p0 , Qσq , . . . connected with action `c` must have input/output
ports `c` (`¯c` resp.). When there is a perfect action τcτ then agents have to
have defined original ports. It is ensured by e-complete processes, but it need
not hold for joined states5 .

Act

Γ(Pσp ) ≥ cα
αc

α
Pσp
αcα .Pσp −→

αc

α
0
Pj,σj −→
Pj,σ
0
j
Sumj
P

0
Γ(Pj,σ
0 ) ≥ cα ≥ Γ(Pj,σj )
j

αcα

i∈I

Com1

Pσp

αcα

5

Pσ0 p0

α
Qσq −→
Q0σq0

(j ∈ I)

j

Γ(Pσ0 e0 ) ≥ cα ≥
−→
αcα
Pσp |Qσq −→
Pσ0 p0 |Qσq
αc

Com2

0
Pi,σi −→ Pj,σ
0

Γ(Pσp )

Γ(Q0σ0 ) ≥ cα ≥ Γ(Qσq )
f

αc α

Pσp |Qσq −→ Pσp |Q0σq0

You have to define e-complete processes on another level. It would imply change of data
flows and their classification.

7.3. The Expansion Law
`¯c

`c

Com3

αc

αc

Γ(Pσ0 e0 ) ≥ cα ≥ Γ(Pσp )
αc

α
Pσ0 p0 \L
Pσp \L −→

α
Pσ0 p0
Pσp −→

Rel

f

τc`

Pσp |Qσq −→ Pσ0 p0 |Q0σq0

α
Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0

Res

Γ(Pσ0 e0 ), Γ(Q0σ0 ) ≥ c` ≥ Γ(Pσp ), Γ(Qσq )

`
Qσ0 q0
Qσq −→

`
Pσ0 p0
Pσp −→
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/ L)
(αcα , ᾱcᾱ ∈

Γ(Pσ0 e0 ) ≥ cα ≥ Γ(Pσp )

f (αc )

Pσp [f ] −→α Pσ0 p0 [f ] Γ(Pσp [f ]) = Γ(Pσp )
αc

Con

α
Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0

Γ(Pσ0 p0 ) ≥ cα ≥ Γ(Pσp )

αcα

Aσa −→

Pσ0 p0

σa = σp

def

(Aσa = Pσp )

For example, the rule for
Psummation can be read as follows: if any one summand Pj,σj of the sum i∈I has an action and the action satisfies the flow
relation, then the whole sum has also that action.
αc

Whenever Eσe →α Eσ0 e0 and αcα is a secure action (see Def 6.5), we call
the pair (αcα , Eσ0 e0 ) a secure immediate derivative of Eσe and Eσ0 e0 an αcα -secure
derivative of Eσe .
α1,c

αn,c

Analogously, whenever Eσe −→1 · · · −→n Eσ0 e0 and α1,c1 , α2,c2 , . . . are all secure actions, we call (α1,c1 · · · αn,cn , Eσ0 e0 ) a secure derivative of Eσe , α1,c1 · · · αn,cn
a secure action-sequence of Eσe and Eσ0 e0 an α1,c1 · · · αn,cn -secure derivative of
Eσe . In the case n = 0, we have that c is a secure action-sequence of Eσe and
Eσe is a derivative of itself.

Of course, we need the notion of sort. The definition is analogous to Def 3.1
introduced in subsection 3.1.5.

7.3

The Expansion Law

We only briefly resume the expansion law that is to be needed in the following
text. The principle stays the same, we only add security information to all
actions and states.
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Proposition 7.2. (The expansion law)
Let Pσ0 ≡ (P1,σ1 [f1 ] | . . . | Pn,σn [fn ])\L, with n ≥ 1. Then
Pσ0 =

Xn

0
fi (αc ).(P1,σ1 [f1 ] | . . . | Pi,σ
0 [fi ] | . . . | Pn,σn [fn ])\L |
i
o
αc
0
0
c,
=
σ
M
L,
σ
/
L
∪
Pi,σi −→
Pi,σ
0 , fi (αc ) ∈
i
i
i

Xn
0
0
τc .(P1,σ1 [f1 ] | . . . | Pi,σ
+
0 [fi ] | . . . | Pj,σ 0 [fj ] | . . . | Pn,σn [fn ])\L |
j
i
`1,c

`2,c

0
0
Pi,σi −→ Pi,σ
0 , Pj,σj −→ Pj,σ 0 , fi (`1,c ) = fj (`2,c ), i < j
i
o j
0
0
σi = σi M c, σj = σj M c , σ0 = 41..n σi M c

We are going to use special case of the expansion law for n = 1 for definition
of inheritance of secure processes.
Corollary 7.3. We say that the following special cases of the expansion law
are valid and secure.

0
if αc ∈ L ∪ L̄
1. (αc .Qσq )\L =
αc .Qσq \L otherwise
2. (αc .Qσq )[f ] = f (αc ).Qσq [f ]
3. (Qσq + Rσr )\L = Qσq \L + Rσr \L
4. (Qσq + Rσr )[f ] = Qσq [f ] + Rσr [f ]
Proof. The security of equations is ensured because there are no changes of
security information. The only change is in the first item (inactive agent).
The action αc is forbidden and we therefore can not reach state Qσq as well as
its security information. The same holds for the action. The inactive agent 0
has therefore no security information (to be precise there should be tuple of
empty sets).
1. When using the expansion law without Relabelling (it is identity) with
n = 1 then Pσp ≡ αc .Qσq . The second summation contains no terms
because there are no distinct components to communicate - yields 0.
But because there is only one action αc the result is 0 or αc .Qσq when
the action is or is not in L ∪ L.
2. We use empty restriction set and by applying the expansion law for n = 1
and Pσp ≡ αc .Qσq , the result is immediate.
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α

3. We again set n = 1 and f1 = Id. We use the fact that (Qσq + Rσr ) →c Pσp
α
α
iff Qσq →c Pσp or Rσr →c Pσp .
4. We set n = 1 and L = ∅, the rest is the same as for the previous item.

7.4

Strong Bisimulation

In this section, we shall set up the notion of equivalence between secure agents.
We have already introduced definition of strong bisimulation in process calculus
(see Section 3.3.1). We are going to proceed in the same way and highlight
changes made in order to define relation correct for secure agents.
Definition 7.9. A binary relation S ⊆ P × P over secure agents is a strong
secure bisimulation if (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S implies, for all secure actions αcα ∈ Act,
αc

αc

αc

αc

1. Whenever Pσp →α Pσ0 p0 then, for some Q0σq0 , Qσq →α Q0σq0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Qσ0 q0 ) ∈ S
2. Whenever Qσq →α Q0σq0 then, for some Pσ0 p0 , Pσp →α Pσ0 p0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Q0σq0 ) ∈ S
Secure states (agents) imply secure ports. It means that all communication
between states is secure.

The reader may have noticed that we do not require the same classification
for any two corresponding states as it is in the case of corresponding actions.
This relaxation of the definition may be regarded as an omission, but there is
a reason behind. We wish to leave open the inference process of action classifications. Only the fact that action classification is equal to the classification of
the output ports was explicitly stated. However, it does not necessary follow
that we would need to define further restrictions. Ours is the simple model
without this specific choice enabling us to leave open the other possibilities.
This assumption is further supported by the fact that the system administrator defines data flows between particular tasks. He is, however, not able to
see definitions of those tasks since these lie in the responsibility area of s-node
administrators.
We have defined secure ports as an abstraction of ’transmission places’ in
states and classification of output ports and necessary classification of corresponding action. It is basis for the following lemma.
Lemma 7.4. If S is a strong bisimulation and (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S then classifications of output ports in Pσp and Qσq equal.
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αc

α
Proof. The proof follows from the definition of secure action. If Pσp −→
···,
then classification cα of action α is equal to classification of output port.
If (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S, then

αc

αc

αc

αc

α
α
Q0σq0 =⇒ Γ(αcα ) = Γ(b
1. Pσp −→
αcα ) = cα for both
Pσ0 p0 ⇒ ∃Qσ0 q0 : Qσq −→
actions as well as output ports.
α
α
2. Qσq −→
αcα ) = cα for both
Pσ0 p0 =⇒ Γ(αcα ) = Γ(b
Qσ0 q0 ⇒ ∃Pσ0 p : Pσp −→
actions as well as output ports.

In fact, any of the equations is sufficient.
Proposition 7.5. Assume that each Si (i = 1, 2, . . .) is a strong secure bisimulation. Then the following relations are all strong secure bisimulations:
(1) Idp

(3) S1 S2
[
(4)
Si

(2) Si−1

i∈I

Proof. (1) and (2) are easy to prove by substituing Pσp for Qσq (1) and exchanging Pσp with Qσq (2). For (3), suppose that (Pσp , Rσr ) ∈ S1 S2 . Then for
some Qσq we have (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S1 and (Qσq , Rσr ) ∈ S2
αc

α
Pσ0 p0 . Then for some Q0σq0 we have, since (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S1 ,
Now let Pσp −→

αc

α
Qσq −→
Q0σq0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Q0σq0 ) ∈ S1

Also since (Qσq , Rσr ) ∈ S2 we have for some Rσ0 r0 ,
αc

α
Rσ0 r0 and (Q0σq0 , Rσ0 r ) ∈ S2
Rσr −→

αc

α
Rσ0 r0 then we can find
Hence (Pσ0 p0 , Rσ0 r0 ) ∈ S1 S2 . By similar reasoning if Rσr −→

αc

α
Pσ0 p0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Rσ0 r0 ) ∈ S1 S2 .
Pσ0 p0 such that Pσp −→

We are now ready to define strong secure equivalence.
Definition 7.10. Pσp and Qσq are strongly securely equivalent or strongly securely bisimilar, written Pσp ∼s Qσq , if (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S for some strong bisimulation S. This may be equivalently expressed as follows:
[
{S : S is a strong secure bisimulation}
∼s =
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Proposition 7.5 introduced properties of bisimulation that allow us to bring
the following properties of strong secure equivalence.
Proposition 7.6. We say that
1. ∼s is the largest strong secure bisimulation.
2. ∼s is an equivalence relation.
Proof. The first proposition is implied by Def 7.10. By Proposition 7.5(4), ∼s
is a strong secure bisimulation and includes any other such.
To prove, that ∼s is an equivalence relation we have to prove:
Reflexivity: According to Proposition 7.5(1), for any Pσp : (Pσp , Pσp ) ∈ S,
where S is a strong secure bisimulation. It implies Pσp ∼s Pσp .
Symmetry: If Pσp ∼s Qσq , then (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S for some strong secure bisimulation S. Hence (Qσq , Pσp ) ∈ S −1 , and so Qσq ∼s Pσp by Proposition 7.5(2).
Transitivity: If Pσp ∼s Qσq and Qσq ∼s RσR then (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S1 and
(Qσq , Rσr ) ∈ S2 for strong secure bisimulations S1 , S2 . So (Pσp , Rσr ) ∈ S1 S2 ,
and so Pσp ∼s Rσr by Proposition 7.5(4).
The definition 7.9 uses word ’imply’. This is not exactly what we want.
We need a definition saying, anytime the conditions are satisfied, it is a strong
secure bisimulation! We want to replace ’implies’ with ’iff’. For the purpose,
we first define a new relation ∼0 .
Definition 7.11. Pσp ∼0 Qσq iff, for all ααc ∈ Act,
αc

αc

αc

αc

α
α
1. Whenever Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 then, for some Qσ0 q0 , Qσq −→
Qσ0 q0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Q0σq0
α
α
Qσ0 q0 then, for some Pσ0 p , Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Q0σq0
2. Whenever Qσq −→

Proposition 7.5(1) tells that ∼s is a strong bisimulation and we deduce from
Def 7.9 and Def 7.11 that
Pσp ∼s Qσq ⇒ Pσp ∼0 Qσq
It remains to show the second direction of equivalence.
Lemma 7.7. The relation ∼0 is a strong bisimulation.
αc

α
Pσ0 p0 . We have to find Q0 so that
Proof. Let Pσp ∼0 Qσq and let Pσp −→

αc

α
Qσq −→
Q0σq0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼0 Q0σq0 . And by the definition of ∼0 we can indeed find

αc

α
Q0 so that Qσq −→
Q0σq0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Qσ0 q0 ; also Pσ0 p0 ∼0 Q0σq0 and we are done.
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At last we can replace implication by ’iff’ for relation ∼s :

Proposition 7.8. Pσp ∼s Qσq iff, for all αcα ∈ Act,
αc

αc

αc

αc

1. Whenever Pσp →α Pσ0 p0 then, for some Qσ0 q0 , Qσq →α Q0σq0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Q0σq0
2. Whenever Qσq →α Q0σq0 then, for some Pσ0 p0 , Pσp →α Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Q0σq0
This procedure is also used to deduce the required definition of weak and
observation bisimulation. We always start with the desired definition and with
properties of bisimulations the correct definition is derived.
Proposition 7.9. We have a secure system S with initial state Pσp . We have
a system T with initial state Qσq . If Pσp ∼s Qσq , then T is also secure.
Proof. We prove it by induction through all states.
(1) Pσp ∼s Qσq implies Qσq to be secure by Def 7.9.
αcα
αcα
Pσ0 p0 , then ∃Q0σq0 : Qσq −→
(2) when Pσp −→
Q0σq0 for all actions αcα of Pσp and
Qσq and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Q0σq0
We know that strong bisimulation preserves security of systems! With this
assumption, we may state secure monoid laws.
Proposition 7.10. (Secure monoid laws) We are ready to prove the following monoid laws.
(1) Pσp + Qσq ∼s Qσq + Pσp
(2) Pσp + (Qσq + Rσr ) ∼s (Pσp + Qσq ) + Rσr
(3) Pσp + Pσp ∼s Pσp
(4) Pσp + 0 ∼s Pσp
Proof. We shall use semantic rules Sumj for all four laws.
αc α
When proving (2), we suppose that Pσp + (Qσq + Rσr ) −→
Pσ0 p0 . Then by the
αc

αc

αc

α
α
α
semantic rules Sumj , either Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 or Qσq −→
Pσ0 p0 or Rσr −→
Pσ0 p0 . For

αc

α
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ∼s Pσ0 p0 . The
each case we easily show that (Pσp + Qσq ) + Rσr −→
reverse direction is similar.
Laws (1) and (3) are proved similarly.
αcα
αc α
Pσ0 p0
Law (4) is also simple. Assuming Pσp + 0 −→
Pσ0 p0 , it is always Pσp −→
because 0 has no action.
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Bisimulation and Observation Equivalence

Previous section introduced notion of strong bisimulation. Now, we are going
to relax the introduced definition. We shall not want exact match of agents’
actions if they are τci actions, we merely require that each perfect action be
matched by zero or more perfect actions.
The first issue we have to solve is to formulate new definition of secure
action-sequence in order to compare action sequences. This new definition
shall ignore τ actions. In the moment we start to consider classification of
actions, there arises a problem with the original definition from process calculus. Assume the following secure action-sequences t1,c1t = ac1a τc1 τc2 bc1b and
t2,c2t = aca2 bc2b . When we ignore actions τc1 and τc2 in t1,ct1 we obtain new secure
0
b 1 . It means that we ignore two actions τc1 and τc2
action-sequence t1,c
1 = ac1
a cb
t
and also two states that probably accessed some resources. Classification of
actions, however, can not be changed.
It means that classification of t01 still differs from classification of t2 with
high probability. We will see that it narrows possibility for bisimulation, but
in a natural way that is correct when considering security of tasks. We may
intuitively say that bisimulation may be found when ignoring parallel branches
in tasks, but it is not possible to ignore some actions in sequences.
We may reason about possibility to arbitrary change classification of actions
next to the neglected τci actions, but it would be inexcusable change of task
definition that would violate security of the task and the whole system.
There are only two situations when classification of an action may change.
But we show that classification stays, in fact, the same. It is classification of
perfect actions during their decomposition and merging. Any perfect action
is an abstraction for actions that are not important from our point of view,
agents connected with τci actions are viewed as one closed entity. It means
that we may replace sequence of τci , i ∈ I actions with empty sequence c :
c = 4i∈I ci . In the opposite direction, the empty sequence c may by replaced
with a sequence of actions τci , i ∈ I, so that c = 4i∈I ci .
There are two situations that may occur when ignoring a whole sequence
of perfect actions.
• Secure action-sequence of τci actions is followed by an action aca ∈ L.
• Secure action-sequence of τci is not followed by any other action for the
given secure action-sequence.
Removing of τci actions in the latter case may be solved by approach from
the previous paragraph. The former case may be solved by removing the whole
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sequence of τci because of the following theorem.
Theorem 7.11. Removing subsequence αi,ci . . . αj,cj , j < n from a secure actionsequence tct = α1,c1 α2,c2 . . . αn,cn does not change classification tct of the sequence as a whole.
Proof. Having secure action-sequence tct = α1,c2 α2,c2 . . . αn,cn , there exist agents
α1,c
α2,c
αn,c
P1,σ1 , . . . , Pn+1,σn+1 such that P1,σ1 −→1 P2,σ2 −→2 · · · −→n Pn+1,σn+1 . Definition
of secure action says that ci = ci−1 M Γ(Pi,σi ). It implies ci ≤ cj , ∀j ≥ i (see
Def 6.3). It again implies that combination of classifications of two consecutive
actions ci = (sci , dci ) and ci = (sci+1 , dci+1 ) is
ci M ci+1 = (max(sci , sci+1 ), dci ∪ dci+1 ) = (sci+1 , dci+1 ) = ci+1
The classification of the secure action-sequence ct is equal to classification of
the last action.
ct = c1 M . . . M cn = c2 M . . . M cn = · · · = cn−1 M cn = cn
It means that removing of any subsequence from tct that does not contain the
last action αn,cn does not change classification ct = cn of the secure actionsequence.

Previous theorem is based on the assumption that classification of actions
in defined task/forkflow can not be changed. We assume that it is more secure
not to change security properties of already defined tasks. In fact, it would be
very difficult to change properties of tasks defined on particular s-nodes.
We are moving toward secure bisimulation. We need to change definition for
removing perfect actions from secure action-sequences. The original definition
of CCS is insufficient because it changes classification of the result.
Definition 7.12. If tct = α1,c1 . . . αn,cn = t0c0 αn,cn ∈ Act∗ is a secure actiont
sequence with classification, ct = 4i=1..n ci = cn , then:
tctb = α1,c1 . . . αm,cm αn,cn ∈ L∗
1. if αn,cn ∈ L, b

tctb = α1,c1 . . . αm,cm cn ∈ L∗
2. if αn,cn is a perfect action, b

is the sequence gained by deleting all occurrences of perfect actions from t0c0 ,
t
with cbt = 4i=1..m,n ci = cn .
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Here, we can sharply see one of the basic differences between original process calculus and our modification. We still assume perfect actions as only
one symbol (assuming its visible effects), but we must be careful with its security classification. Although the action is not ’visible’, it still holds important
security information.
n
Note that τd
ci∈I = c with c = 4i∈I ci (the empty sequence). It is an
abstraction of data flow from Pσp to itself. But because it represents some
existing secure action-sequence we have to look at its classification. We shall
write secure sequence of perfect actions as (τ )∗ or τ n .
Theorem 7.12. Classification of secure action-sequence does not change with
removing of perfect actions:
tct = sbcs ⇒ ct = cs

Proof. Proof results from Theorem 7.11 that says that classification of actionsequence does not change when removing any but last action or sequence of
actions. Assuming scs = α1,c1 . . . αn,cn , there are two cases in Def 7.12.
1. αn,cn ∈ L - we are not removing the last action.
2. αn,cn ∈ τ∗ - αn,cn is replaced with εcn and we are not removing the last
action - empty action.
tc

t
Eσ0 2 if
Definition 7.13. If tct = α1,c1 . . . αn,cn ∈ Act∗ , then we write Eσ1 −→

α1,c

tc

αn,c

tc

t
t
Eσ1 −→1 · · · −→n Eσ0 2 . We shall also write Eσ1 −→
to mean that Eσ1 −→
Eσ0 2
for some Eσ0 2 .


We can define a new labelled transition system
s

(E, L∗ , {⇒: s ∈ L∗ })
s

over agent expressions, in which transition relations ⇒ are defined as follows.
tc

t
Eσ0 2 if
Definition 7.14. If tct = α1,c1 . . . αn,cn ∈ Act∗ , then Eσ1 =⇒

τ

α1,c

τ

τ

αn,c

τ

Eσ1 (−→)∗ −→1 (−→)∗ · · · (−→)∗ −→n (−→)∗ Eσ0 2
We should notice that cn ≤ ct , but it is equal to the classification of the last
action in the unwrapping (perfect action or αcα ).
tc

tc

t
t
We shall also write Eσ1 =⇒
to mean that Eσ1 =⇒
Eσ0 2 for some E 0 .

Next notion we are going to introduce is analogous to secure derivative.
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Definition 7.15. (Descendant) If tct ∈ Act∗ , then Eσ0 0 is a secure tct -descenb
tc



t
dant of Eσ iff Eσ =⇒
Eσ0 0 .

tc

t
Eσ0 0 and if Eσ0 0 is τct -descendant,
Note that tct ∈ L∗ just means that Eσ =⇒

τn

E =⇒ Eσ0 0 Eσ0 0 ≡ Eσ . If n = 0, then Eσ0 0 ≡ Eσ . Also note that α
bcα does not
mean that classification of α is cα . It is classification of the last action in the
’unwrapping’.
In the moment, we have defined three relations between agents. Each
specifies an action-sequence with exactly the same observable content as t, but
the possibilities for intervening perfect actions differ.
tc

t
−→
specifies exactly actions occurring in tct .

tc

t
=⇒
specifies at least perfect actions occurring in tct .

b
tc

t
=⇒
specifies nothing about the perfect actions occurring in tct .

We are now going to introduce a notion of observation equivalence.
We say that Pσp and Qσq are observation-equivalent iff, for every
action αcα , every αcα -derivative of Pσp is observation-equivalent to
some αcα -descendant of Qσq , and similarly with Pσp and Qσq interchanged.
Definition 7.16. (Secure bisimulation) A binary relation S ⊆ P × P over
secure agents is a (weak) secure bisimulation if (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S implies, for all
αcα ∈ Act,
αc

α
bc

αc

α
bc

α
α
Pσ0 p0 then, ∃ Q0σq0 , Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Q0σq0 ) ∈ S
1. Whenever Pσp −→
α
α
2. Whenever Qσq −→
Q0σq0 then, ∃ Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Qσ0 q0 ) ∈ S

And the following definition is about bisimilarity.
Definition 7.17. Pσp and Qσq are securely observation-equivalent or (weakly)
bisimilar, written Pσp ≈s Qσq , if (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S for some (weak) bisimulation
S. That is
[
≈s =
{S : S is a bisimulation}
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Basic Properties of Bisimilarity

The basic properties of secure bisimilarity are analogous to the strong secure
bisimilarity.
Proposition 7.13. Assume that each Si = (i = 1, 2, . . .) is a secure bisimulation. Then the following are all secure bisimulations:
(3) S1 S2
[
Si
(4)

(1) Idp
(2) Si−1

i∈I

Proof. Similar to Proposition 7.5; in (3), we also need the auxiliary result
bc
α

bc
α

α
that if (Qσq , Rσr ) ∈ Si and Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 then, for some R0 ,Rσr ⇒α Rσ0 r0 and
(Q0σq0 , Rσ0 r0 ) ∈ Si .

Proposition 7.14. We say that
1. ≈s is the largest secure bisimulation.
2. ≈s is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Based on Proposition 7.13, just as Proposition 7.6 is based on Proposition 7.5.
We continue the analogy by showing that ≈s satisfies property (*) of strong
secure bisimulation. We define a new relation ≈0 in terms of ≈s .
Definition 7.18. Pσp ≈0 Qσq iff, for all αcα ∈ Act,
αc

bc
α

αc

α
bc

α
α
Pσ0 p0 then, ∃ Qσ0 q0 , Qσq =⇒
Qσ0 q0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0
1. Whenever Pσp −→
α
α
2. Whenever Qσq −→
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0
Qσ0 q0 then, ∃ Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒

Proposition 7.14 (1) says that ≈s is a secure bisimulation. We deduce from
definitions 7.16 and 7.18 that Pσp ≈s Qσq implies Pσp ≈0 Qσq . We only have to
show that Pσp ≈0 Qσq implies Pσp ≈s Qσq .
Lemma 7.15. The relation ≈0 is a weak secure bisimulation.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 7.7.
We are now ready to state the following proposition - final version of secure
bisimulation.
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Proposition 7.16. Pσp ≈s Qσq iff, for all αcα ∈ Act,
αc

bc
α

αc

α
bc

α
α
1. Whenever Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 then, ∃ Q0σq0 , Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Qσ0 q0
α
α
Q0σq0 then, ∃ Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0
2. Whenever Qσq −→

We would like to show that bisimulation preserves security as well as strong
bisimulation.
Proposition 7.17. Assume, there is a secure system S with initial state Pσp .
There is also a system T with initial state Qσq such that Pσp ≈s Qσq . The
system T is then also secure.
Proof. We prove it by induction through all states.
(1) Pσp ≈s Qσq implies Qσq to be secure by Def 7.16.
α
bc

αc

α
α
(2) when Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 , then ∃Qσ0 q0 : Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 for all actions αcα of Pσp and
all action-sequences α
bcα of Qσq and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0

We conclude our analogy by introducing the notion of bisimulation up to
≈ . This is even more important than strong bisimulation. In realistic systems
we find many states which are bisimilar, but not identical. We often write
Pσp R Qσq to mean (P, Q) ∈ R, for any binary relation R. Note that ≈s S ≈s
is a composition of binary relations such that Pσp ≈s S ≈s Qσq means that for
some Pσ0 p0 and Q0σq0 we have Pσp ≈s Pσ0 p0 , Pσ0 p0 S Q0σq0 and Q0σq0 ≈s Qσq .
s

Definition 7.19. S is a (weak) secure bisimulation up to ≈s if Pσp S Qσq
implies, for all αcα ,
αc

α
bc

αc

α
bc

α
α
1. Whenever Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 then, ∃ Q0σq0 , Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s S ≈s Q0σq0
α
α
Q0σq0 then, ∃ Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s S ≈s Q0σq0
2. Whenever Qσq =⇒

Lemma 7.18. If S is a secure bisimulation up to ≈s , then ≈s S ≈s is a secure
bisimulation.
αc

α
Proof. Let Pσp ≈s S ≈s Qσq and Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 . It is enough to show that
Pσ0 p0 ≈s S ≈s Q0σq0 .
First note that for some P1,σp1 and Q1,σq1 , Pσp ≈s P1,σp1 S Q1,σq1 ≈s Qσq , further
b
α
b cα = α
bcα (by definition). Now, we can fill the following three equations from
the definition of secure bisimulation:
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bc
α

αc

α
α
0
0
0
: Pσ0 p0 ≈s P1,σ
1. Pσp ≈s P1,σp1 ∧ Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 ⇒ ∃ P1,σ
0 ∧ P1,σp =⇒ P1,σ 0
0
1
p1
p1
p1
from definition of bisimulation.

α
bc

α
bc

α
α
0
2. P1,σp1 S Q1,σq1 ∧ P1,σp1 =⇒
P1,σ
⇒ ∃ Q1,σq1 =⇒
Q01,σq0 ∧
0
p1
1
s
s
0
0
from
definition
of
bisimulation
up to ≈s .
≈
S
≈
Q
∧ P1,σ
0
0
1,σ
p
q
1

1

bc
α

α
bc

α
α
Qσ0 q0
Q01,σq0 ⇒ ∃ Qσ0 q0 : Q01,σq0 ≈s Q0σq0 ∧ Qσq =⇒
3. Q1,σq1 ≈s Qσq ∧ Q1,σq1 −→
1
1
from definition of bisimulation.

What we have to do is to put all three sets of equations together and use
transitivity of bisimulation.
αc

α
Pσp ≈s P1,σp1 S Q1,σq1 ≈s Qσq ∧ Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 implies

0
0
Pσ0 p0 ≈s P1,σ
≈s S ≈s Q1,σ
≈s Q0σq0 = Pσ0 p0 ≈s S ≈s Qσ0 q0 ∧
0
0
p
q
1

1

α
bcα

∧ Qσq =⇒ Q0σq0

Proposition 7.19. If S is a secure bisimulation up to ≈s then S ⊆ ≈s .
Proof. Since by Lemma 7.18 ≈s S ≈s is a bisimulation, we have got that
≈s S ≈s ⊆ ≈s by definition of ≈s . But S ⊆ ≈s S ≈s , so we are done.
It means that to prove Pσp ≈s Qσq , we have to find a bisimulation up to
≈ which contains (Pσp , Qσq )
s

7.5.2

Further Properties of Bisimilarity

At this place, I want to introduce just one property of bisimilarity that shows
difference from strong bisimilarity.
Proposition 7.20. εc .Pσp ≈s τc .Pσp
Proof. We use ≈0 that has been shown identical with ≈s .
αcα
αcα
τc
Pσ0 p0 ,
Pσp −→
Consider any action of Pσp such that εc .Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 . τc .Pσp −→
αc

α
so τc .Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 .

τ

c
Pσp is matched by the null action
For the second direction consider τc .Pσp −→
εc
0
εc .Pσp −→ Pσp . So εc .Pσp ≈ τc .Pσp and also εc .Pσp ≈s τc .Pσp .
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7.6

The Theory of Observation Congruence

There is given another definition of bisimulation. We prove that all the basic combinators (except Summation) preserve bisimilarity. The definition of
equality is given that allows to prove all propositions we shall state.
We begin by introducing another characterization of bisimulation, in terms
scs
Pσ0 p0 , where scs ∈ L∗ to be
of the notion of experiment. We consider Pσp =⇒
an experiment upon Pσp . It means that we run Pσp and observe the action
εcτ
sequence scs = `1,c1 · · · `n,cn εcτ . If scs = εcτ , we also write Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 . It may
involve one or more (unobserved) τci actions (cτ = 4i∈I ci ). It is, however, still
an experiment - Pσ0 p0 may admit fewer experiments than Pσp does.
Proposition 7.21. S is a secure bisimulation iff, for all (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S and
scs ∈ L∗ ,
sc

sc

sc

sc

s
s
Qσ0 q0 and Pσ0 p0 S Qσ0 q0 .
1. Whenever Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 then, ∃Q0σq0 , Qσq =⇒
s
s
2. Whenever Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 then, ∃Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 S Q0σq0 .

tc

sc

s
t
Pσ0 p0 , so that Pσp −→
Proof. (=⇒) Assume that S is a bisimulation. Let Pσp =⇒

α

1,c
Pσ0 p0 , where tct = α1,c1 . . . αn,cn ∈ Act∗ and b
tct = scs , ct = cs . Then Pσp −→1

α2,c

b1,c
α

αn,c

P1,σp1 −→2 · · · −→n Pσ0 p0 , and since S is a bisimulation we also have Qσq =⇒1
α
b2,c

b
tc

α
bn,c

sc

t
s
Q1,σq1 =⇒2 · · · =⇒n Q0σq0 with Pσ0 p0 S Qσ0 q0 . Hence Qσq =⇒
Qσ0 q0 , i.e. Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 .

αc

εc

α
α
(⇐=) Assuming (1), let Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 . If αcα = τcα then Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 ,

α
bc

εc

α
α
so by (1) Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 with Pσ0 p0 S Qσ0 q0 . But α
Q0σq0
bcα = τcα , so Qσq =⇒

`c

`c

α
α
Q0σq0 with
Pσ0 p0 and by (1) Qσq =⇒
as required. If αcα = `cα then Pσp =⇒

b̀

cα
Pσ0 p0 S Qσ0 q0 . But b̀cα = `cα , so Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 as required. Similarly for Pσp and
Qσq interchanged.

ε

τ
Without assuming the empty experiment Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 , one could easily
show that a.0+τ.0 is bisimilar with a.0, which is false by the original definition
and bisimilarity would not be preserved by Prefix and Composition.

Proposition 7.22. Secure bisimilarity is preserved by Composition, Restriction and Relabelling. That is, if Pσp ≈s Qσq than Pσp |Rσr ≈s Qσq |Rσr ,
Pσp \L ≈s Qσq \L and Pσp [f ] ≈s Qσq [f ].
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Proof. Let’s start with Composition. It will be enough to show that
S = {(Pσp |Rσr , Qσq |Rσr ) : Pσp , Qσq , Rσr ∈ P ∧ Pσp ≈s Qσq }
αc

α
is a bisimulation. So let Pσp |Rσr −→
Pσ0 p0 |Rσ0 r0 (every derivative must have this
form).

bc
α

αc

α
α
Q0σq0 for some Qσ0 q0 with
Case 1: Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 and Rσr ≡ Rσ0 r0 . Then Qσq =⇒

α
bc

α
Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0 , so Qσq |Rσr =⇒
Q0σq0 |Rσr , and (Pσ0 p0 |Rσr , Qσ0 q0 |Rσr ) ∈ S as required.

α
bc

αc

α
α
Qσq |Rσ0 r0 , and
Rσ0 r0 and Pσp ≡ Pσ0 p0 . Then also Qσq |Rσr =⇒
Case 2: Rσr −→
(Pσp |Rσ0 r0 , Qσq |Rσ0 r0 ) ∈ S as required.

`c

`c

`c

α
α
α
Q0σq0 for some
Rσ0 r0 . Then Qσq =⇒
Case 3: αcα = τcα , Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 and Rσr −→

τc

α
Q0σq0 |Rσ0 r0 , and (Pσ0 p0 |Rσ0 r0 , Q0σq0 |Rσ0 r0 ) ∈ S as
Qσ0 q0 with Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0 , so Qσq |Rσr =⇒
required. Hence by symmetric argument, S is a bisimulation.
Restriction S = {(Pσp \L, Qσq \L) : Pσp , Qσq ∈ P ∧ Pσp ≈s Qσq }
/ L we obtain
If αcα ∈ L then there is no derivative Pσ0 p0 . Otherwise, for αcα ∈

α
bc

αc

α
α
Q0σq0 for some Q0σq0 with Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0 , so
Pσ0 p0 . It implies Qσq =⇒
Pσp −→

α
bc

α
Qσq \L =⇒
Q0σq0 \L, and (Pσ0 p0 \L, Q0σq0 \L) ∈ S as required.

Relabelling S = {(Pσp [f ], Qσq [f ]) : Pσp , Qσq ∈ P ∧ Pσp ≈s Qσq }

\

f (αc )

f (αc )

Pσp [f ] −→α Pσ0 p0 [f ]. It implies Qσq [f ] =⇒α Q0σq0 [f ] for some Qσ0 q0 with Pσ0 p0 ≈s

\

f (αc )

Qσ0 q0 , so Qσq [f ] =⇒α Q0σq0 [f ], and (Pσ0 p0 [f ], Q0σq0 [f ]) ∈ S as required.
When using symmetry for relabelling and restriction we obtain that S is in
both cases bisimulation.
We have seen that ≈s is not fully substitutive (Pσp ≈s Qσq does not imply
Pσp + Rσr ≈s Qσq + Rσr ). We want a notion of secure equality, Pσp =s Qσq ,
which implies Pσp ≈s Qσq and which is fully substitutive - congruence relation.
Definition 7.20. (Secure equality) Pσp and Qσq are securely equal or securely (observation-) congruent, written Pσp =s Qσq , if for all αcα
αc

αc

αc

αc

α
α
1. Whenever Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 , then ∃ Qσ0 q0 , Qσq =⇒
Qσ0 q0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Qσ0 q0 .
α
α
Q0σq0 , then ∃ Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 and Pσ0 p0 ≈s Q0σq0 .
2. Whenever Qσq =⇒



The difference from secure bisimilarity is that first actions of Pσp and Qσq
must be matched by at least one action of the other.
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Proposition 7.23. (Secure τ laws)
(1) αcα .τc .Pσp =s αcα .εc .Pσp
(2) Pσp + τc .Pσp =s τc .Pσp
(3) αcα .(Pσp + τc .Qσq ) + αcα .εc .Qσq =s αcα .(Pσp + τc .Qσq )
Proof. Proof is done directly from the definition of secure equality. We also
use Proposition 7.20 for equation (1).
We may add null action εc without visible change of systems. Systems stay
secure according to the left sides of equations.
Proposition 7.24. Assume that L(Pσp ) ∪ L(Qσq ) 6= L. Then Pσp =s Qσq iff,
for all Rσr , Pσp + Rσr ≈s Qσq + Rσr .
Proof. (=⇒) It is easy to show that the following is a bisimulation:
{(Pσp +Rσr , Qσq +Rσr ) : Pσp , Qσq , Rσr ∈ P ∧ Pσp =s Qσq }
αc

αc

α
α
Case 1: Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 and Rσr ≡ Rσ0 r0 . Then Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 (see that Qσq ! ≡ Q0σq0 )

αc

α
and Qσq + Rσr =⇒
Q0σq0 and (Pσ0 p0 , Qσ0 q0 ) ∈ S

αc

α
Case 2: With symmetry for Rσr −→
Rσ0 r0 is obtained (Rσ0 r0 , Rσ0 r0 ) ∈ S
(⇐=) We prove the contrapositive. Suppose that Pσp 6=s Qσq . Then
αcα
αcα
there are e.g. αcα and Pσ0 p0 such that Pσp −→
Pσ0 p0 , but whenever Qσq =⇒
Qσ0 q0
then Pσ0 p0 ! ≈s Qσ0 q0 . Now choose Rσr ≡ `c` .0, where `c` is not in the sort of

αc

α
Pσ0 p0 so we must show that whenever
Pσp nor Qσq . Clearly Pσp + Rσr −→

bc
α

α
Qσq + Rσr −→
Qσ0 q0 then Pσ0 p0 ! ≈s Q0σq0 . If αcα = τcα and Q0σq0 ≡ Qσq + Rσr ,
then Pσ0 p0 ! ≈s Q0σq0 since Q0σq0 has a `c` action and Pσ0 p0 has none. Otherwise

αc

bc
α

α
α
Q0σq0 so again Pσ0 p0 ! ≈s Qσ0 q0 .
Qσq + Rσr =⇒
Q0σq0 and hence Qσq =⇒

We can now show that secure equality lies between strong secure bisimilarity and secure bisimilarity.
Proposition 7.25. Pσp ∼s Qσq implies Pσp =s Qσq , and Pσp =s Qσq implies
Pσp ≈s Qσq .
Proof. Pσp ∼s Qσq implies Pσp ≈s Qσq can be checked directly from definitions. To see that Pσp ∼s Qσq implies Pσp =s Qσq use property (*) of strong
bisimilarity together with the definition of equality. Further, we have that
Pσp =s Qσq implies Pσp + 0 ≈s Qσq + 0, but Pσp + 0 ∼s Pσp so Pσp + 0 ≈s Pσp
and Pσp ≈s Qσq follows.
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Axioms for Finite Agents

Definition 7.21. (Finite agent) A secure agent expression is finite if it
contains only secure finite Summations and no Constants (or Recursions). 
Definition 7.22. (Serial agent) A secure agent expression E is serial if
it contains no Composition, Restriction or Relabelling, and also the defining
equation of any secure Constant in E contains no Composition, Restriction or
Relabelling.

Thus by expansion every secure finite agent can be equated to a finite secure
serial agent. The only laws we have that involve only Summation (including 0,
the empty sum) and Prefix are those of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. We therefore
consider two axiom systems:
Axioms A1
A1 Pσp + Qσq =s Qσq + Pσp
A2 Pσp + (Qσq + Rσr ) =s (Pσp + Qσq ) + Rσr
A3 Pσp + Pσp =s Pσp
A4 Pσp + 0 =s Pσp
The second axiom system contains also the τ laws:
Axioms A2
A1-A4
A5 αcα .τc1 .Pσp =s αcα .εc1 .Pσp =s αcα .Pσp
A6 Pσp + τc1 .Pσp =s τc1 .Pσp
A7 αcα .(Pσp + τc1 .Qσq ) + αcα .Qσq =s αcα .(Pσp + τc1 .Qσq )
For the following text, we shall use Pσp =s Qσq to mean that Pσp and Qσq
are equal by our definition (Def 7.20), while A ` Pσp =s Qσq shall mean that
the equality can be proved by equational reasoning from axioms A.
Definition 7.23. Pσp is a standard form, or is in standard form, if
P σp ≡

m
X

αi,ci .Pi,σi

(7.1)

i=1

where each Pi,σi is also in standard form.



Two facts: 0 is a standard form, by taking m = 0 and the order and
grouping of terms in α1,c1 .P1,σ1 + · · · + αn,cn .Pn,σn may be ignored by virtue of
axioms A1, A2.
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Lemma 7.26. For any Pσp , there is a standard form Pσ0 p0 such that
A ` Pσp =s Pσ0 p0
Proof. By use of A1 , the term 0 may be eliminated from any Summation
· · · + 0 + · · · , and this results in a standard form.
The first result shows that axioms A1 are both sound and complete for
strong congruence.
Proposition 7.27. Pσp ∼s Qσq iff A1 ` Pσp = Qσq
Proof. (⇐=) All we need to observe is that all of the axioms A1-A4 are true
if we replace =s by ∼s - see Prop 7.10.
(=⇒) This is the completeness part. Assume Pσp ∼s Qσq and alsoP(according to
m
Lemma 7.26)
Pσp and Qσq are both in standard form (Pσp ≡ i=1
αi,ci .Pi,σi
Pthat
n
and Qσq ≡ j=1 αj,cj .Pj,σj ). We prove the result by induction on the maximum
depth of Pσp and Qσq , where the depth of Pσp is defined to be the maximum
number of nested Prefixes in Pσp .
If the maximum depth is 0 then Pσp and Qσq are both 0 and equational reasoning ensures that A1 ` 0 = 0.
αcα
Pσ0 p0 , so since
Otherwise, let αcα .Pσ0 p0 be a summand of Pσp . Then Pσp −→
Pσp ∼s Qσq there is some Q0σq0 such that A1 ` Qσ0 q0 ∼s Pσ0 p0 . But Qσq is a standard form, so αcα .Q0σq0 is a summand of Qσq , and by induction A1 ` Pσ0 p0 =s Qσ0 q0 ,
so that summand αcα .Pσ0 p0 of Pσp can be proved equal to a summand of Qσq .
Similarly, every summand βcβ .Q0σq0 of Qσq can be proved equal to a summand
of Pσp . It follows that A1 ` Pσp =s Qσq , by using A3 to eliminate duplicate
summands and A1 and A2 to reorder and regroup summands as necessary.
Now, we strengthen notion of standard form as follows.
Definition 7.24. Pσp is a full standard form if
1. Pσp ≡

Pm

i=1

αi,ci .Pi,σi , where each Pi,σi is in full standard form
αc

αc

α
2. Whenever Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 then Pσp →α Pσ0 p0



The rest of the chapter introduces notions used somehow for definition of
inheritance.
αc

α
Lemma 7.28. (Saturation) If Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 , then A2 ` Pσp =s Pσp + αcα .Pσ0 p0 .
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αc

α
Proof. By induction on the structure of Pσp . Consider three cases for Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 :
Case 1 αcα .Pσ0 p0 is a summand of Pσp . We can use A3

τ

c
Pσ0 p0 . Then by induction
Case 2 αcα .Qσq is a summand of Pσp and Qσq =⇒
A2 ` Qσq =s Qσq + τc .Pσ0 p0 , so A2 ` Pσp =s Pσp + αcα .Qσq =s Pσp + αcα .(Qσq +
τc .Pσ0 p0 ) =s Pσp + αcα .(Qσq + τc .Pσ0 p0 ) + αcα .Pσ0 p0 = Pσp + αcα .Pσ0 p0

αc

α
Pσ0 p0 . Then by induction
Case 3 τc .Qσq is a summand of Pσp and Qσq =⇒
A2 ` Qσq =s Qσq +αcα .Pσ0 p0 , so A2 ` Pσp =s Pσp +τc .Qσq =s Pσp +τc .Qσq +Qσq =s
Pσp + τc .Qσq + Qσq + αcα .Pσ0 p0 = Pσp + αcα .Pσ0 p0

Lemma 7.29. For any standard form Pσp there is a full standard form Pσ0 p0 of
equal depth, such that A2 ` Pσp =s Pσ0 p0 .
Proof. By induction on the structure of Pσp . For the base case, Pσp ≡ 0 is a
full standard form.
We assume each summand βcβ .Qσq of Pσp is already converted by A2 into a full
standard form, without depth increase. Let us consider all pairs (αi,ci , Pi,σi ), 1 ≤
αi,ci
αi,ci
i ≤ k such that Pσp =⇒ Pi,σi , but not Pσp −→ Pi,σi . Each Pi,σi must be in full
standard form since it must be a subexpression of some summand βcβ .Qσq
Pσ0 p0 ≡ Pσp +α1,c1 .P1,σ1 +· · ·+αk,ck .Pk,σk
is a full standard form of equal depth to Pσp , and by Lemma 7.28 A2 ` Pσp =s
Pσ0 p0 .
The last proposition is introduced without proof that may be found in [45].
Proposition 7.30. Pσp =s Qσq iff A2 ` Pσp =s Qσq .
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Chapter 8
Inheritance of Behavior
This chapter is devoted to inheritance of behavior or inheritance of processes.
Inheritance is one of the key issues of object-oriented modeling. It allows definition of subclasses that inherit features of some superclasses. In contrast to
static objects, there is no general agreement on the meaning of inheritance
when considering the dynamic behavior of objects. The grounds for this chapter are some of latest articles of Twan Basten and Wil van den Aalst [15, 7, 8, 6]
that have addressed the issue.
The goal of object-oriented design is the reuse of system components. We
think that this goal is very important for processes, too. When implemented,
it allows to repeatedly use already existing and validated processes (or tasks)
and via inheritance add new features that are not present in the base definition.
Let us consider the question when one process extends another process in
some more detail, or in other words: When is one process a subclass of another
process? Process calculus assumes interaction of a process with environment.
The process therefore contains actions that interact with environment - external actions. On the other side, there may be internal actions that change only
internal state of the process and do not contribute to the external behavior of
the process. We are able to abstract such processes with perfect actions.
The cited authors find two answers to the question. Assume that Pσp and
Qσq are two processes. The first answer is as follows:
If it is not possible to distinguish the external behavior of Pσp and
Qσq when only methods of Pσp that are also present in Qσq are
executed, then Pσp is a subclass of Qσq .
Intuitively, this basic form of inheritance conforms to blocking calls to methods new in Pσp . We shall say that Pσp inherits the protocol of Qσq and the
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resulting form of inheritance is referred to as protocol inheritance. The second
answer is as follows:
If it is not possible to distinguish the external behavior of Pσp and
Qσq when arbitrary methods of Pσp are executed, but when only
the effects of methods that are also present in Qσq are considered,
then Pσp is a subclass of Qσq .
This form conforms to hiding the effect of methods new in Pσp . Process
Pσp inherits the projection of the life cycle of Pσp onto methods of Qσq . The
resulting form of inheritance is called projection inheritance.
We are going to introduce extension of secure CCS to allow specification
of inheritance. Other section shall be devoted to the definition of inheritance
in secure process calculus. The last part of the chapter introduces inheritance
rules.

8.1

Extension of Secure CCS

Inheritance of secure processes is a little more complicated than inheritance
without considering security. The way we go has been partially determined
by van den Aalst and Basten. We are to introduce new set(s) of axioms that
allow us to extend equivalence of processes. It is the first problem that has to
be solved - introduce new axioms that are definitely distinct from the original
ones defined in ACP. We have some advantage because CCS contains restriction
operator that can be used to define one form of inheritance and there is also
a relabelling function that can be used for ignoring effects of some actions we
want to hide.
But we have to go further, there is the second problem - equality of secure
processes. Assume an example. We have definition of a process - task. We
create a subprocess (from now on, the notion is used for inherited process) by
adding new branches, new parallel states and actions. In the moment we start
to hide those new actions (or their effects) we can not do the same with the all
related security information. The result is that we obtain two equal processes,
but only from the functional point of view. Security properties of them are
different.
To solve problem with equality of processes, all possibilities were explored:
some changes in axioms, changes in definitions of inheritance, ignoring security
properties to some extent. Finally, the solution has been identified in minor
changes in inheritance definitions, but primarily in introducing new bisimulation.

8.1. Extension of Secure CCS

8.1.1
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Axioms

We are going to extend set of axioms for finite state agents (Section 7.6.1). The
basis shall be set of axioms A2 . We need τ actions to allow abstraction. This
is because of the definition of inheritance that is partially based on ignoring
actions new in subprocess.
The first task is to find a way to express encapsulation and abstraction.
Basten and Van den Aalst use ACP [17] process algebra and they introduce
two new operators and use special actions τ and δ for results. We know τ
action in the process calculus, but we do not use δ actions (inaction). We
assume that it is possible to use inactive agent 0 instead. The first idea was
to add new special auxiliary axiom for 0, but it seems that it is not necessary
because of the expansion law (see Corollary 7.3 on page 76) that is sufficient
for the purpose.
We have two basic types of inheritance: protocol and projection. We therefore define two new sets of axioms for each type and the third one for their
composition. We obtain axioms for protocol inheritance, projection inheritance
and the last set contains axioms for both types of inheritance.
Axioms A3 L ⊆ Act
A1-A7
D1 αcα ∈
/ L ∪ L ⇒ (αcα .Pσp )\L =s αcα .Pσp \L
D2 αcα ∈ L ∪ L ⇒ (αcα .Pσp )\L =s 0
D3 (Pσp + Qσq )\L =s Pσp \L + Qσq \L
For the projection inheritance, we use a relabelling function. We may call
it τL , where L ∪ L is the set of labels that are to be hidden.
Axioms A4 L ⊆ Act
A1-A7
/ L ∪ L ⇒ τL (αcα ) =s αcα
I1 αcα ∈
I2 αcα ∈ L ∪ L ⇒ τL (αcα ) =s τcα
I3 (Pσp + Qσq )[τL ] =s Pσp [τL ] + Qσq [τL ]
I4 (αcα .Pσp )[τL ] =s τL (αcα ).Pσp [τL ]
Axioms A5
A1-A7, D1-D3, I1-I4

8.1.2

Equality

Next task that has to be solved is new definition of observation bisimulation
that allows a little different treatment of authorization information. The definition of secure equality (Def 7.20) uses previously defined notion of observation
equivalence. Both relations are equivalence relations. We need to introduce
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new notions that allow to define inheritance with one relaxation. Authorization information of states and actions in a subprocess is greater or equal to
respective authorization information in the base process. The resulting relation is not equivalence because it lacks symmetry of security information, but
preorder. We shall call the new relation inheritance bisimulation.
Definition 8.1. (Inheritance bisimulation) A binary relation S ⊆ P × P
over secure agents is an inheritance bisimulation if (Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S implies, for
all αcα ∈ Act,
αc

α
bc0

α
α
Pσ0 p0 then, ∃ Q0σq0 , Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 such that c0α ≤ cα and
1. Whenever Pσp −→
(Pσ0 p0 , Qσ0 q0 ) ∈ S

αc

α
b c0

α
α
2. Whenever Qσq −→
Q0σq0 then, ∃ Pσ0 p0 , Pσp =⇒
Pσ0 p0 such that cα ≤ c0α and

(Pσ0 p0 , Q0σq0 ) ∈ S

We continue with the definition of inheritance bisimilar processes.
Definition 8.2. Pσp and Qσq are inheritance bisimilar, written Pσp s Qσq , if
(Pσp , Qσq ) ∈ S for some inheritance bisimulation S. That is
[
s =
{S : S is an inheritance bisimulation}


With those basic definitions we may state first properties of inheritance
bisimulation.
Proposition 8.1. Assume that each Si (i = 1, 2, . . .) is inheritance bisimulation. Then the following are all inheritance bisimulations:
[
(3)
(1) Idp
Si
i∈I

(2) S1 S2

Proof. (1) is proved by substitution of Qσq with Pσp . And cα ≤ cα . We may
interpret it as statement that any process is subprocess of itself.
αcα
Pσ0 p0 and
(2) There exists agent Rσr such that Pσp S1 Rσr S2 Qσq . Let Pσp −→
α
bc0

α
bc00

α
α
Rσ0 r0 and for some Qσ0 q0 : Qσq =⇒
Q0σq0 . It implies that
for some Rσ0 r0 : Rσr =⇒
cα ≤ c0α ≤ cα00 and (Pσ0 p0 , Q0σq0 ) ∈ S1 S2 . Interpretation is again intuitive; child of
a subprocess is also subprocess.
(3) It is union of all subprocesses of a given process.
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Definition of Inheritance

This section shall characterize basic properties of inheritance of behavior. The
base are two types of inheritance identified in the introduction and we define
four different inheritance relations. We show that equational laws preserve all
inheritance relations.
The first definition shall formalize inheritance of a process by another process. We have identified protocol inheritance and projection inheritance that
correspond to encapsulation and abstraction. The subtle difference between
the two forms of inheritance introduced so far is that under projection inheritance are actions executed without taking into account their effect, whereas
under protocol inheritance they are not executed at all.
Definition 8.3. (Inheritance relations)
1. Protocol inheritance: For any processes Pσp and Qσq , Pσp is a subprocess
of Qσq under protocol inheritance, iff there exists K ⊆ Act such that
A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq .
Pσp ≤pt Qσq
2. Projection inheritance: For any processes Pσp and Qσq , Pσp is a subprocess of Qσq under projection inheritance, iff there exists L ⊆ Act such
that A4 ` (Pσp [τL ]) s Qσq .
Pσp ≤pj Qσq
3. Total inheritance: For any processes Pσp and Qσq , Pσp is a subprocess
of Qσq under total inheritance, iff there exists K ⊆ Act such that A3 `
Pσp \K s Qσq and there exists L ⊆ Act such that A4 ` (Pσp [τL ]) s Qσq .
Pσp ≤t Qσq
4. Life-cycle inheritance: For any processes Pσp and Qσq , Pσp is a subprocess
of Qσq under life-cycle inheritance, iff there exist K, L ⊆ Act : (K ∪ K) ∩
(L ∪ L) = ∅ such that A5 ` (Pσp \K)[τL ] s Qσq .
Pσp ≤lc Qσq
There is given a reasonable requirement that K and L, it means set of
actions that are to be encapsulated and abstracted (hidden), are disjoint. This
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requirement should ensure that order of projection and protocol operators application can be interchanged without change of the result.
When reasoning about security properties of a process and its subprocesses
we find out that security requirements on subjects to perform subprocesses
are at least equal to the requirements for the base process. It is implied by
definition of inheritance bisimulation.
We are going to use more extensively the notion of sort. We say that L is
a sort of Pσ and write it as Pσ : L. We may also write L = L(Pσ ) (for details
see Subsection 3.1.5). We are also going to use standard forms of processes.
Before we try to formulate some useful ideas we state that inheritance using
empty sets results the original process.
Lemma 8.2. For any process Pσp and sorts K, L
1. L(Pσp ) ∩ (K ∪ K) = ∅ =⇒ Pσp \K =s Pσp
2. L(Pσp ) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅ =⇒ Pσp [τL ] =s Pσp
Proof. While Pσp is a standard form, it may be written as
all Pi,σi are also a standard form.

X
X
Pσp =
(αi,ci .Pi,σi )\K
αi,ci .Pi,σi \K =s
i∈I

P

i∈I

αi,ci .Pi,σi where

D3

i∈I


X
s
=
αi,ci .Pi,σi \K

D1

i∈I

And we repeat the approach on each Pi,σi until the end.
The second statement is proved by the same way, but axioms I3, I4 and I1 are
used instead.
It is possible to formulate the following lemma about strength of different
types of inheritance.
Lemma 8.3. The following statements about process and its subprocess hold:
1. Pσp ≤t Qσq =⇒ Pσp ≤pt Qσq ∧ Pσp ≤pj Qσq
2. Pσp ≤pt Qσq =⇒ Pσp ≤lc Qσq
3. Pσp ≤pj Qσq =⇒ Pσp ≤lc Qσq

8.3. Properties of Inheritance
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Proof. Statement (1) is implied directly from the definition of total inheritance.
(2) Pσp ≤pt Qσq means that A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq . We need to show that there
is a sort L such that A5 ` (Pσp \K)[τL ] s Qσq . But we showed that when
L = ∅ then process does not change - A5 ` (Pσp \K)[τ∅ ] s Qσq ⇐⇒ A5 `
(Pσp \K) s Qσq and set of axioms A5 ⊇ A3 . And it is true because of the
presumption.
(3) is proved in the same way as item (2).
So, life-cycle inheritance is the most general one. Protocol and projection
inheritance are extensions of the life-cycle inheritance and total inheritance is
composition of the protocol and projection inheritance together.

8.3

Properties of Inheritance

It is necessary to show some basic properties of inheritance relations. To do
so, we use properties introduced in [15]. First of all we introduce two lemmas
about alphabets of subprocesses and composition of inheritance relations.
Lemma 8.4. For any standard form Pσp and sorts K, L ⊆ L(Pσp ),
1. L(Pσp \K) ∩ K = ∅
2. L(Pσp [τL ]) ∩ L = ∅
Proof. We start with encapsulation.
Assume that L(Pσp \K) ∩ K 6= ∅. It means that there is an action αc ∈ K in
the reduced process. But Pσp is a standard form and therefore there must be
a summand αc .Pi,σi . But according to axiom D2, such a summand is reduced
to 0. It is conflict with presumption.
Abstraction is proved the same way, but with use of axiom I2.
Lemma 8.5. For any standard form Pσp and sorts K, K 0 , L, L0 ⊆ L(Pσp ),
1. A3 ` Pσp \(K ∪ K 0 ) =s Pσp \K\K 0
2. A4 ` Pσp [τL∪L0 ] =s (Pσp [τL ])[τL0 ]
Proof. Both statements are already introduced in restriction (Proposition 3.9)
and relabelling (Proposition 3.10) laws. They can be showed by application of
axioms D and I on parts of standard form.
The following property exhibits how to easily determine sorts to show existence of inheritance relation.
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Proposition 8.6. For any standard forms Pσp , Qσq and sorts K = L(Pσp )\L(Qσq )
and L, L0 such that L ∪ L0 = K ∧ L ∩ L0 = ∅,
1. Pσp ≤pt Qσq ⇐⇒ A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq
2. Pσp ≤pj Qσq ⇐⇒ A4 ` Pσp [τK ] s Qσq
3. Pσp ≤t Qσq ⇐⇒ A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq ∧ A4 ` Pσp [τK ] s Qσq
4. Pσp ≤lc Qσq ⇐⇒ A5 ` (Pσp \L)[τL0 ] s Qσq
Proof. We demonstrate the proof for protocol inheritance. Remaining statements are proved in a similar way.
Direction from right to left is implied by the definition of inheritance relations
for all of them.
Definition of protocol inheritance says that if Pσp is a subprocess of Qσq then
there exists a sort K such that A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq . Because of Lemma 8.2
we may restrict K to a subset of L(P σp ). We need to examine following three
possibilities
• K ⊂ L(Pσp )\L(Qσq ) The sort of reduced Pσp is then superset to the sort
/ L(Qσq ). It
of Qσq and we can find an action αc : αc ∈ L(Pσp \K) ∧ αc ∈
means that processes are not inheritance bisimilar.
/
• K ⊃ L(Pσp )\L(Qσq ) By the same procedure we may find αc : αc ∈
L(Pσp \K) ∧ αc ∈ L(Qσq ) and processes are neither bisimilar.
• K = L(Pσp )\L(Qσq ). And because there must exist a sort K, this is it.

Any inheritance relation should satisfy two basic properties - reflexivity
and transitivity. The above defined inheritance relations satisfy those two
properties because they are based on inheritance bisimulation that satisfies
them. To be precise, inheritance bisimulation between base process and its
subprocess after reduction and/or relabelling is equivalent with appropriate
inheritance relation.
Definition of process inheritance over ACP introduces a notion of context.
We may understand it as a process definition with a hole that can be filled up
by definition of some other process. I suppose that we may substitute it by
mechanism that replaces an agent constant with an agent expression.
The original proposal can be demonstrated by the following example. Assume that C = a+ is a context, where is the hole and a is an action. We can
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now define substitution C[p] of hole in the context C by p. When p = a.c + b,
the result of substitution C[a.c + b] is a + (a.c + b). This way is not possible
in CCS, but we may use another one to perform the same idea. Why are we
introducing the concept at all? We wish to replace elements of one process by
their subprocesses. The whole issue complicates a little more because of our
requirement of security of resulting processes. The most important is the fact
that security correctness of a process assumes particular security properties
of all its elements. We can not do any changes recognizable from that point
of view because it would require changes in considerable part of the original
process definition.
Definition 8.4. (Inheritance substitution) Let Pσp be a standard form
that contains other standard forms Pi,σi for all i ∈ I. Substitution inheritance
C(Pσp , Pi,σi , Qσi ) replaces in Pσp agent Pi,σi with Qσi .

Lemma 8.7. Having a standard form Qσq and a standard form Pσp containing
Pi,σi , then result of C(Pσp , Pi,σi , Qσi ) is also a standard form.
Proof. By induction on the structure of C(Pσp , Pi,σi , Qσi ). It is the same as for
P
Pσp , but on certain level, we obtain Pσ0 p0 ≡ m−1
i=1 αi,ci .Pi,σi + αm,cm .Qσq . And
because Qσq is in standard form, C(Pσp , Pi,σi , Qσi ) is also in standard form.
We are now able to introduce requirements for application of inheritance
substitution while preserving inheritance relations.
Proposition 8.8. Let Pσp , Qσq , Rσr be standard forms as well as Sσs and its
element Sσ0 s0 , further let C( , , ) be inheritance substitution. Let K, K 0 , L, L0 ⊆
(L(Pσp ) ∪ L(Qσq ) ∪ L(Rσr ) ∪ L(Sσs )) be sorts.
1. If Pσp ≤pt Qσq with K such that A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq and
C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq ) ≤pt Rσr , then
L(Rσr ) ∩ K = ∅ ⇒ C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp ) ≤pt Rσr
2. If Pσp ≤pj Qσq with L such that A4 ` Pσp [τL ] s Qσq and
C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq ) ≤pj Rσr , then
L(Rσr ) ∩ L = ∅ ⇒ C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp ) ≤pj Rσr
3. If Pσp ≤t Qσq with K, L such that A3 ` Pσp \K s Qσq and
A4 ` Pσp [τL ] s Qσq and C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq ) ≤t Rσr , then
L(Rσr ) ∩ (L ∪ K) = ∅ ⇒ C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp ) ≤t Rσr
4. If Pσp ≤lc Qσq with K, L such that A5 ` (Pσp \K)[τL ] s Qσq and
C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq ) ≤lc Rσr since A5 ` (C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq )\K 0 )[τL0 ] s Rσr ,
then
L(Rσr ) ∩ (L ∪ K) = (K ∪ K 0 ) ∩ (L ∪ L0 ) = ∅ ⇒ C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp ) ≤lc Rσr
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Proof. Let us start with proposition 1. Assume, that K 0 has been used to
restrict C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq ), i.e. A3 ` C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq )\K 0 s Rσr . We use properties of restriction operator and definition of inheritance substitution in the
following derivation.
C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp )\(K ∪ K 0 ) =s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp )\K\K 0

=s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp \K\K 0 )\K\K 0 =s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq \K\K 0 )\K\K 0

=s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq )\K\K 0 =s Rσr \K 0 =s Rσr

It shows that C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp ) ≤pt Rσr .
Proposition 2 is proven similarly and proposition 3 is composition of the previous twos.
Proof of proposition 4 is done by derivation that uses distributivity of restriction and relabelling over all elements of agents and the restrictive condition
(K ∪ K 0 ) ∩ (L ∪ L0 ).
C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp )\(K ∪ K 0 )[τL∪L0 ] =s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp )\K\K 0 [τL ] ◦ [τL0 ]

=s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Pσp )\K[τL ]\K 0 [τL0 ] =s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq )\K[τL ]\K 0 [τL0 ]
=s C(Sσs , Sσ0 s0 , Qσq )\K 0 [τL0 ]\K[τL ] =s Rσr \K[τL ] =s Rσr

At the end of this section we can repeat some of results of van den Aalst
and Basten. Definitions of the four inheritance relations are sound and all
inheritance relations are preorder. The conditions necessary for inheritance of
processes seem reasonable. Because of the security requirements, we have been
forced to introduced new definition of bisimilarity. It is not necessary for theoretical reasons, but I suppose that it is very useful for practical applications.

8.4

Further Remarks

This section contains some remarks about security of inheritance and also a
few examples of inheritance relations. There were defined some typical cases
in ACP that have been stated as axioms of inheritance. I am unfortunately
not in a position to call the stated relations as axioms.
We have not especially considered security of processes in inheritance relations. The reason is very simple, we are using constructs and mechanisms
already described in Chapter 7. We have introduced only one new notion of
inheritance substitution for which the security is shown.
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I would like to mention necessity for usage of non-equality relations in definitions of bisimulations in Secure CCS. We were in doubt, whether to demand
equality of classification of consecutive states and actions. Our decision to define inheritance of processes solved the question very quickly. When allowing
lower or equal, we reached much more realistic properties of inherited processes
with preserved security properties.
Flow control in inherited or base processes is ensured with security information (classifications) that stays preserved. Those information may be just split
into several actions or put together from several subsequent ’ignored’ actions
according to realized inheritance.
Any process (task) may be changed in three ways. We may change behavior
of a process - replacing part of a task with a subprocess of that part. We also
may insert some behavior in between sequential parts of the original process
and we also may put a new behavior in parallel with a part of the process. We
are now to introduce some examples and show why there is satisfied inheritance
relation.
Lemma 8.9. For any processes Pσp and Qσq and αc1 , βc2 ∈ Act such that
/ L(Pσp ).
α c 1 , βc 2 ∈
αc1 .(Pσp + βc2 .Qσq ) ≤pt αc1 .Pσp
Proof. Let K = {βc2 }
D1,D3

A3 ` αc1 .(Pσp + βc2 .Qσq )\K =s αc1 .(Pσp \K + (βc2 .Qσq )\K)
D2

=s αc1 .(Pσp \K + 0) =s αc1 .(Pσp ) =s αc1 .Pσp
We also should show that security information of the left side is higher or equal
to the security information of the right side. We omit this proof because of its
simplicity. If you remember, the security information is equal to the properties
of the last state in the process.
You may notice that under protocol inheritance we can add new parallel
branches with new end states.
Action βc2 may be seen as a guard. When blocking the action, process
Qσq is prohibited and can not be chosen. To ensure the blocking function of
βc2 it must not be in the sort of Pσp , otherwise blocking of Qσq would change
behavior of Pσp .
Lemma 8.10. For any processes Pσp and Qσq and αc1 , βc2 ∈ Act such that
αc1 , βc2 ∈
/ L(Pσp ) ∪ L(Qσq ).
αc1 .(βc2 .(Pσp +Qσq )+Qσq ) ≤pj αc1 .(Pσp +Qσq )
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Proof. Let L = {βc2 }
I4,I1

A4 ` (αc1 .(βc2 .(Pσp + Qσq ) + Qσq ))[τL ] =s αc1 .(βc2 .(Pσp + Qσq ) + Qσq )[τL ]
I4,I1

I3

=s αc1 .((βc2 .(Pσp + Qσq ))[τL ] + Qσq [τL ]) =s αc1 .(τc2 .(Pσp + Qσq ) + Qσq )
A6,A5
s

=

αc1 .(Pσp + Qσq )

We have shown possibility to add new actions into existing sequences and new
paths to existing states.
Lemma 8.11. For any process Pσp and αc1 , βc2 ∈ Act such that βc2 ∈
/ L(Pσp ).
αc1 .(βc2 .Pσp + Pσp ) ≤t αc1 .Pσp
Proof. We have to prove that right side is derivable with protocol as well as
with projection inheritance. So let K = {βc2 } and L = {βc2 }.
D1,D3

A3 ` (αc1 .(βc2 .Pσp + Pσp ))\K =s αc1 .((βc2 .Pσp \K + Pσp \K)
D2

A4

=s αc1 .(0 + Pσp ) =s αc1 .Pσp
I4,I1

A4 ` (αc1 .(βc2 .Pσp + Pσp ))[τL ] =s αc1 .(βc2 .Pσp + Pσp )[τL ]
I3,I2
s

A5

A6

= αc1 .(τc2 .Pσp + Pσp ) =s αc1 .τc2 .Pσp =s αc1 .Pσp

This example shows that total inheritance allows to add new ways to already
existing states.
Lemma 8.12. For any processes Pσp and Qσq and αc1 , βc2 , γc3 ∈ Act such that
βc2 , γc3 ∈
/ L(Pσp ) ∪ L(Qσq ).
αc1 .βc2 .(Pσp + γc3 .Qσq ) ≤lc αc1 .Pσp
Proof. To show that right side is the base process for the left side we have to
use combination of both types of inheritance. Assume that K = {βc2 } and
L = {γc3 }.
I4,I1

A5 ` (αc1 .βc2 .(Pσp + γc3 .Qσp ))[τL ]\K =s (αc1 .(βc2 .(Pσp + γc3 .Qσp ))[τL ])\K
I4,I2
s

I4,I1

= (αc1 .τc2 .(Pσp + γc3 .Qσp )[τL ])\K =s (αc1 .τc2 .(Pσp + γc3 .Qσp ))\K

D1,D1
s

=

D3,D2

A5,A4

αc1 .τc2 .(Pσp + γc3 .Qσp )\K =s αc1 .τc2 .(Pσp + 0) =s αc1 .Pσp

As you can see, we are able to eliminate as new branches as new actions in
sequences.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Directions
The area of security (but not only security) in heterogeneous information systems is generally very problematic. The reason is complexity of each single
task that has to be solved. When one describes a problem generally with some
theoretic apparatus it is very difficult to materialize results in an efficient implementation. On the other side, existing solutions of particular problems in
particular environment can not be usually used for some general proposition.
Security is unique from any other aspect of information system because of
its requirements for correctness. Having an information system that has some
functional errors, you can still use it with success. But security model with
just one fault, one inconsistency is more or less useless. It is just a matter of
time when a hacker, a competitor, or an agency invests time and money to
find the error and attack the system.
There is more and more attention given to security, but systems are more
and more complex and their security mechanisms become more and more complicated. And the more complicated mechanism the higher probability to introduce errors.
This thesis works with very complex systems. What we are trying to, is
to introduce security model (authorization model) that allows to define and
prove security of computational tasks. We use already existing apparatus for
description of processes and extend it with security properties for tasks and
their relations.

9.1

Conclusions

When starting to write the thesis, I had one basic target. I wanted to introduce
a complex authorization system, or at least its basic ideas, that would be
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suitable for strongly distributed information systems. It means systems that
are heterogeneous that consist of a number of local information systems with
their own administration and systems that are able to process tasks that need
cooperation of users and access to resources on more local information systems.
The results achieved in the thesis can be seen in four basic areas.
There is given a general idea to solve security requirements for strongly
distributed information systems (Chapter 4). Elements of such systems (snodes) have their own administration, own sets of users. Resources are accessible through their own environment (operation system, DBMS). There is
introduced a new global level that allows definition of tasks - workflows as
mentioned above. The problem of cooperation between those two levels is
solved through a conversion layer that is based on categorization of resources
and subjects. All resources have a categorization that describes their content
and subjects are qualified by the same way according to their authorization.
This approach is based on the fact that properties of data do not change. Categorization of data does not change until the content is changed. When we
start to use new data, we add new subsets into set of categorizations, but the
already existing elements do not change.
The second area involves design of Active authorization model. Chapter 5
describes Active authorization model that is suitable for secure workflows. The
word active is used because the model is able to synchronize authorizations
with execution of tasks. This synchronization is based on a new concept of
protection states (sets of authorizations) associated with small parts of workflows - task steps. It means that there is not one protection state that exists
for the whole life of the system, but appropriate protection state is activated
with initialization of a task step. There are also introduced other two very
important ideas:
• Strict sepration of access and flow control - it starts already by different
definition of privileges.
• General mechanism for transformation of authorizations between workflow and s-node.
There is introduced CCS as a formal apparatus for definition of communicating processes. This process algebra is enriched with security properties for
processes and their communication. The approach is described in Chapter 6
that features basic notions necessary for the following description of Secure
CCS. Active authorization model is taken as a basis that is in an intuitive way
incorporated into process algebra. I want to mention just one moment that is
very strongly expressed in Secure CCS.
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Assuming access control, all privileges are connected with particular processes. When we change abstraction of the model to a higher level, the privileges are hidden. It means that access control authorizations are not combined
into more abstract processes. It implies that it is not necessary for a subject
authorized to initiate some process to obtain access rights for s-node resources.
Totally different situation comes with flow control. The privileges are combined
and any subject must be authorized to work with dynamic objects - objects
created during the task (workflow) processing. This distinction between access
and flow control is kept very strictly.
The last contribution of the thesis is introduction of basic notions of inheritance of processes for formalism for secure processes. The idea comes from
Aalst and Basten that introduced inheritance for dynamic objects in ACP algebra and also in Petri Nets. Chapter 8 incorporates their ideas into Secure
CCS. What is it good for? We are able to easily create new workflows by
using already existing ones, while preserving abidance of security properties.
It should help in administration of large systems - it is easier and more secure.
The second issue is about possible dynamic changes of workflows. We are able
to create subprocess for a task step of a workflow. When keeping exactly defined conditions, we are able to replace the given task step with a new one that
do not have to be known id advance. Regarding security of the workflow, we
just have to check properties of the subprocess.

9.2

Future research

I would say that the thesis is some sort of basic work in the area of security
in strongly distributed systems. When reading the same chapter (Conclusion)
in the thesis of W. K. Huang [39], we can find the following areas: supporting
dynamic task dependency, schema-based vs. instance-based workflow specification, extension of workflows into heterogeneous distributed environment
and web-based applications. Regarding those subjects, we may see this thesis
as continuation of the mentioned work as extension into heterogeneous distributed environment. Although this work does not use approaches that has
been introduced there. The rest of ideas stays for the future.

9.2.1

Further Development of Authorization System

Despite all my effort, this thesis covers just basic properties of authorization
system and many questions stay unresolved. The introduced solution is a
concept of one man and I am certain that somebody else would have proposed
some things slightly changed, some completely different. On the other side,
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the solution proposed is a solid framework for further effort in the area.
The model, as proposed, puts a lot of responsibility to the design of task
steps and workflows. It is assumed that workflow templates should undergo
careful check before run for the first time. I suppose, there is needed a lot more
discussion about dependence between enabled and initial authorizations. The
tighter the relation the lower importance of correctness of tasks’ design. It is a
part of one more general question. What should be enforced automatically and
what should be decided by system administrators. Humans make mistakes, but
computers may do a lot of mess from one mistake of a human.
Another question is enforcement of processing order of task steps. When
implementing AAM into process calculus, the question has been left just on
CCS. Is it correct? Is it sufficient for secure processing of the task?
We can find many questions that need more discussion and should take our
attention, e.g. what about to define relabelling function also for classification
of system elements? I do not know if it is useful, but it can be defined. That
is why I say that the thesis is just a corner-stone for a lot of possible future
work.

9.2.2

Dynamic Task Dependency

Workflow applications are usually based on a static, schema-based workflow
specification. This has been one of assumptions for the thesis. This approach
is relatively simple and suitable for many environments that perform several
workflows. However, there are situations when there is a lot of workflows only
slightly changing along one definition. With the former approach, we would
need to make number of workflow definitions that could be run just several
times or even once.
Such environments require another approach for definition of workflows
that would allow some changes of workflows during their execution. There
has been mentioned possibility to use security classification for deciding which
actions to perform next, but the idea has not been developed. It is an area
that is very promising and it would be very interesting to study possibilities
implied from application of authorization system, especially with combination
of inheritance as introduced in Chapter 8.

9.2.3

Web-based Implementation

This is last, but not least domain that has not been solved. In the moment,
there is no implementation that would demonstrate properties of the proposed
authorization system and its applicability. It is a problem that was not in my
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power to solve. The problem is that to demonstrate security model of workflow
system, we have to implement the workflow system first.
I suppose that ideal environment is Internet. Existing technologies solve
problems with communication, some basic problems with authentication and so
on. The interface is accessible from any web-browser and system implemented
in Java is portable. The problem would be an ideal theme for some MSc-thesis;
as implementation of simple workflow system as implementation of workflow
manager and other parts of the authorization system.

9.2.4

Cryptography

We have not assumed use of cryptography at all, although its necessity is clear
when implementing any large secure system. The main reason that determines
usage of cryptography is assumption that heterogeneous system is implemented
on non-secure media - e.g. Internet. We have to design secure mechanisms
for logging into system and also mechanisms for secure communication among
secure s-nodes. I do not suppose that there is necessary to search some original
solutions of arising problems but combination of needed mechanisms for the
particular area may be very interesting.
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